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SUMMARY 
The unsteady freestream environment of a helicopter rotor blade 
in forward flight was simulated using a gust generator mechanism 
installed in a low-turbulence wind tunnel. The gust generator mechanism 
produces a two-dimensional, sinusoidal, axial gust with a variation in 
velocity of up to seventy percent of the mean tunnel speed. This 
facility was used to study the effects of an unsteady freestream on the 
dynamic stall characteristics of an oscillating airfoil. 
The model used for this investigation had a NACA 0012 contour, 
and was oscillated in pitch about the quarter-chord point. The amplitude 
of oscillation was varied between 2 and 8 degrees, while the mean angle 
of attack ranged from 0 to 20 degrees. The frequency of the axial gust 
was varied between .5 and 2 Hertz. An operational analog computer was 
used to obtain both the aerodynamic moment acting on the model, and the 
work done by the moment during pitching oscillations of the airfoil. 
The experimental tests indicate that the unsteady freestream 
can produce large changes in the shape of the aerodynamic moment versus 
angle of attack hysteresis loops. The test results also show that the 
stability of the system, as evidenced by the work done on the oscillating 
airfoil, can be adversely effected by the unsteady freestream under 




The experimental invest igat ion described in t h i s thes i s was 
designed to examine how a harmonic var ia t ion in freestream veloci ty 
a l t e r s the l i f t and moment acting on a two-d.imensional a i r f o i l . Emphasis 
was placed on determining the effect that t h i s type of unsteady free-
stream has on the dynamic s t a l l charac ter i s t ics of an a i r f o i l o sc i l l a t ing 
in p i tch . The following paragraphs provide a br ief discussion of the 
dynamic s t a l l phenomenon and i t s importance in helicopter rotor aero-
dynamics . 
Dynamic s t a l l of a l i f t i ng surface in a freestream occurs when 
the a i r f o i l angle of attack increases at a f in i t e ra te u n t i l s t a l l is 
produced. The factor that d i f ferent ia tes between dynamic s t a l l and 
s t a t i c s t a l l is the presence of the non-zero angular ra te of change 
superimposed on a high a i r f o i l angle-of-at tack. The angle of attack 
change can e i ther be a rapid increase into the s t a l l region, or i t can 
be an osc i l la tory motion which resu l t s in a periodic s t a l l and unsta i l ing 
of the a i r f o i l . In e i ther case, the aerodynamic forces acting on an 
a i r f o i l experiencing dynamic s t a l l are very different from those developed 
during s t a t i c - s t a l l for the same a i r f o i l [ l » 6 ] . 
The effects of dynamic s t a l l are iiirportant in several areas of 
a i r c ra f t design and re la ted f i e ld s . For example, compressor blades are 
subject to dynamic s t a l l for cer ta in in le t conditions. Sudden wind gusts 
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on an aircraft wing, or abrupt maneuvers of the vehicle can produce 
dynamic stall. Helicopters operating at high thrust coefficients while 
in hovering or vertical flight can also experience dynamic stall over 
portions of the rotor azimuth. Since the dynamic stall of a lifting 
surface produces large increases in lift and aerodynamic moment [l-6] 
over the statically measured values, the fatigue life of the structure 
can be adversely effected. 
Dynamic stall can also occur on a helicopter rotor during for-
ward flight. Due to the vector addition of the helicopter forward 
velocity and the rotor blade rotational velocity, each segment of the 
rotor blade sees a harmonically varying freestream velocity. The con-
sequent variation in dynamic pressure causes an inequality of lift 
force between the advancing and retreating blades which can produce 
an unwanted rolling moment about the rotor hub. In order to counteract 
this effect, cyclic pitch is introduced into the blade motion to 
balance out the lift forces by harmonically decreasing the angle of 
attack on the advancing side and increasing the angle of attack on the 
retreating side. As forward speed is increased, the rotor shaft must be 
tilted forward, thereby further increasing the retreating blade angle. 
At some forward speed the retreating blade is operating at such a high 
angle that airfoil stall is produced. Since the cyclic pitch produces 
a finite value of angular rate, the stall which occurs on the rotor 
blade is a dynamic type of stall. 
Along with the larger than normal airloads produced during 
dynamic stall, the rotor blade can, under certain conditions, absorb 
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energy from the freestream. This transfer of energy to the structure 
can cause the phenomenon known as stall flutter. Stall flutter is a 
limit cycle type of aeroelastic oscillation that produces large vibra-
tion levels in the rotor control linkages, which not only reduce pilot 
comfort and the rotor blade fatigue life, but in addition, actually 
imposes an operational limit to helicopter performance. Hence, an 
accurate knowledge of the forces, moments, and aerodynamic work produced 
during dynamic stall is of great importance. 
Recent studies [7-10] have made use of unsteady aerodynamics by 
introducing data obtained from dynamic stall experiments into existing 
helicopter rotor loads programs. These modified programs have given 
results which show a marked improvement in the correlation of theoreti-
cal data with inflight measured airloads. This observation further 
indicates the need for obtaining accurate unsteady aerodynamic data for 
airfoils experiencing dynamic stall. 
Several authors have recently made theoretical analyses which 
have made substantial contributions to the •understanding of dynamic 
stall [11-12]. At this time, however, both the difficulties in 
developing an exact mathematical model of the fluid flow about a stalled 
airfoil and the complexity of solving the unsteady Navier-Stokes 
equations have prevented the development of an acceptable analytical 
solution to the dynamic stall problem. As a consequence of this, the 
main thrust in the past two decades has been directed towards the 
experimental determination of airfoil forces and moments produced during 
dynamic stall. For the case of the helicopter in forward flight, the 
forces and moments acting on oscillating airfoils in constant velocity 
h 
freestreams have been determined experimentally by a number of authors. 
One of the earliest and most exhaustive studies of dynamic stall 
was performed by R. L. Halfman, H. C. Johnson and S. M. Halsey [l]. 
In 1951 they reported results on tests using an airfoil that could 
oscillate in pitch and in translation about various mean angles of 
attack. From these tests the effects of various parameters, such as 
reduced frequency and mean angle, on the airfoil forces and moments 
were determined. Curves were presented of the lift forces and aerodyna-
mic moments versus the airfoil angle of attack. For the pitching oscil-
lations, the work per cycle was obtained by integration of the moment 
versus angle curves. An examination of these curves shows that for 
high values of mean angle the lift reaches a higher than normal value 
before stall occurs. Also, the moment versus angle curves show that 
a large nose down aerodynamic moment occurs just prior to airfoil stall. 
The curves of work per cycle versus reduced frequency indicate that for 
certain combinations of mean angle and reduced frequency, positive 
work is done on the airfoil by the airstream. This absorption of 
energy by the airfoil has been identified as the cause of the stall 
flutter phenomenon by several authors [1,13]. 
In another early experiment, A. G. Rainey [lU] measured the 
forces and moments on a finite wing oscillating in pitch about the 
midchord. The researcher presented his experimental data in the form 
of curves of normal force and moment slopes versus reduced frequency. 
One important result of Rainey's report was presentation of the 
experimental evidence of the delay of flow separation from the lifting 
surface due to a positive value of angular rate during the upstroke of 
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each oscillation cycle. This delay in flow separation allows the air-
foil to pitch to a higher angle of attack "before stalling occurs, there-
by causing the high values of lift which are attained on the airfoil 
during dynamic stall. 
In recent years, several other experimental programs have been 
conducted to obtain the forces and moments acting on thin airfoils 
oscillating at or near stall [2-5,15]• The airfoil data were presented 
both graphically by means of lift and moment hysteresis loops and in 
tabular form. The effects of various parameters such as angular 
amplitude, frequency, Mach number and mean angle have been throughly 
investigated. As in the experimental programs, all of the loads were 
obtained for constant freestream velocities during oscillation of the 
airfoil. 
Some of the most recently reported experiments were performed 
by F.O. Carta, et al. [6]. Using a method described in Reference 16, 
they tabulated their unsteady airfoil data obtained from pitching 
oscillations in terms of parameters containing angle of attack, its rate 
and acceleration. They showed that the original experimental normal 
force and moment loops could be accurately reproduced by making use of 
their data in tabular form. 
Another approach to the problem, besides the direct measurement 
of aerodynamic forces, has been to examine the details of the mechanics 
of dynamic stall. Early experiments showed that a strong vortex is 
shed from the upper surface of the airfoil during dynamic stall [13]. 
As it passes over the airfoil surface, the vortex alters the pressure 
distribution around the airfoil and produces among other things, a 
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large nose-down aerodynamic moment. Recently, J. M. Martin [17] and 
his associates found experimental evidence that more than one vortex 
can "be shed during each airfoil oscillation, depending on the value of 
the reduced frequency. 
W. Johnson and N. D. Ham [l8] have described experimental and 
analytical studies which also emphasize the importance of vortex shedding 
during dynamic stall. Using a potential theory, they showed that the 
addition of a large vortex traveling downstream over the airfoil surface 
produced theoretical pressure distributions similar to those found 
experimentally [19]. Therefore, the presence of the shed vorticity 
close to the airfoil surface and in the near wake during dynamic stall 
may be expected to have an effect on the forces and moments experienced 
by the lifting surface. 
To correctly simulate the dynamic stall environment of a he111-
copter rotor in forward flight, consideration should be given to the 
fact that the local velocity experienced by the blade, and consequently 
the vortex transport velocity, is not constant. At any particular radius 
it varies harmonically with the rotor angular velocity. As has been 
mentioned previously, however, all of the experiments to date on dynamic 
stall have been conducted with the freestream velocity held constant 
during airfoil oscillations. Therefore, since the velocity of the shed 
vorticity determines its distance from and effect on the nearby airfoil 
surface, it would seem that additional experimental work which takes 
into account a harmonically varying freestream velocity is needed. 
In order to investigate the effects of a varying freestream 
velocity on airfoil airloads, a gust generating mechanism was installed 
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in the Georgia Tech Low Turbulence Wind Tunnel. The wind tunnel is of 
Lhc open eirnill type wll.li an up;; I. ream I'.'ui 'w'.:i.'.i.di produce,". a maximum 
tunnel speed of approximately 50 mph. The mechanism consists of six 
rotating vanes installed at the down-stream exit of the tunnel. When 
rotated during wind tunnel operation, these vanes produce a harmonic 
variation in freestream velocity throughout the tunnel test section. 
An airfoil model with a NACA 0012 section was used and a 
support system was designed to allow pitching oscillations about the 
quarter chord. The airfoil mean angle of attack, the amplitude of 
oscillation, and the frequency of pitching oscillations were varied 
within certain limits. 
The lift force acting on the airfoil was determined using two 
different techniques. One method made use of two piezoelectric load 
cells incorporated into the model support located on either side of the 
wind tunnel. The second method used a pair of strain gage bridges which 
were installed on the same model supports. 
The total applied moment, which included the inertia of the 
system, was obtained using both a third load, cell and another strain 
gage bridge located on the model drive assembly. An operational analog 
computer with parallel logic was used to separate the aerodynamic moment 
from the total applied moment by continuously solving the airfoil 
equations of motion. In addition, the work done on the airfoil by the 
aerodynamic moment was determined using the analog computer. 
During an experiment, several parameters were varied to determine 
the effects of freestream oscillation on the airfoil aerodynamics. Among 
the parameters studied were the frequency ra/tio (i.e., airfoil frequency 
8 
to freestream frequency), amplitude r a t i o (freestream double amplitude 
to mean freestream ve loc i ty ) , and the a i r f o i l mean angle of a t tack . 
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CHAPTER I I 
WfflD TUNNEL FACILITY 
The gust gene ra to r designed for t h e i n v e s t i g a t i o n desc r ibed 
here i s i n s t a l l e d i n t he Low Turbulence Wind Tunnel (Figure 2-1) a t t h e 
Georgia I n s t i t u t e of Technology. The f a c i l i t y i s a c l o s e d - j e t open-
c i r c u i t type wi th t h e fan l oca t ed a t t he upstream t u n n e l e n t r a n c e . The 
maximum t e s t - s e c t i o n a i r speed under normal ope ra t i ng condi t ions i s 
approximately 80 f t / s e c . 
Flow s t r a i g h t e n i n g honeycomb i s l oca t ed i n t h e s e t t l i n g chamber 
which i s j u s t forward of the converging nozz l e . One s i d e w a l l of t h e 
t e s t - s e c t i o n i s of a v a r i a b l e - c o n t o u r des ign which can be ad jus ted by 
screw-jacks l o c a t e d along t h e e n t i r e downstream p o r t i o n of t h e t u n n e l . 
For t h e gust gene ra to r c a l i b r a t i o n t e s t s , t h e t e s t - s e c t i o n s idewa l l s 
were p a r a l l e l , g iv ing a square cross s e c t i o n of k2 inches on a s i d e . 
The gust gene ra to r was i n s t a l l e d a t t h e wind t u n n e l . 
Gust Generator Mechanism 
The gust genera to r (Figure 2-2) c o n s i s t s of four major component 
groups : d r ive motor and c o n t r o l s ; d r i v e - s i d e gear-box assembly; i d l e -
s ide assembly; and gust genera to r vanes . 
The d r ive motor (Figure 2-3) i s a Wood's, one horsepower, SCR 
motor. The motor to rque and speed are r e g u l a t e d by a Wood's ULTRACON" 
SCR dr ive c o n t r o l , Model U-100. Power i s app l i ed t o t he d r i v e - s i d e g e a r -
















Figure 2 - i . Low Turbulence Wind Tunnel 
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Figure 2-2. Gust Generator Mechanism 
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Figure 2-3. Gust Generator Drive Motor 
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The drive-side gear-box assembly (Figure 2-k) serves to 
impart rotational motion to six vanes which span the wind tunnel exit. 
The assembly has a worm gear which reduces the gear ratio between the 
drive motor ,.nd the gust generator vanes. A vertical shaft transmits 
the rotational motion through bevel gears to six, 18 inch long, slotted 
shafts which are supported by pairs of pillow blocks. The gust generator 
vanes on the drive side are fitted into the slotted shafts and are each 
secured by two screws. The entire gear-box assembly is surrounded by a 
safety cover. 
The idle-side assembly (Figure 2-5) consists of six, 18 inch 
long, slotted shafts, each supported by pairs of pillow blocks. The 
gust generator vanes are attached to these shafts on the idle side in a 
manner similar to that on the drive side. A sixty-tooth gear attached 
to the end of one of the shafts outside of the tunnel is used, together 
with a magnetic detection device, to determine the rotational rate of 
the gust generator vanes. 
The gust generator vanes (Figure 2-6) are aluminum rectangles, 
l/k inch thick, and k-2-^ inches in length. There are three sets of six 
vanes, each set having differing widths. The widths are 2, 3i"3 and 1+-7/8 
inches which cause, respectively, a 25%, 50%., and 75% blockage of the 
tunnel exit when the vanes are in a vertical position. The vanes are 
geared to rotate in alternating directions in order to minimize the 
effect of aerodynamic forces on the supporting shafts and mechanism. 
11+ 
Figure 2-k. Drive Side Gear Box - Safety Cover Removed 
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Fig-ure 2 - 5 . I d l e -S ide Assembly and RPM Timing Gear 
16 
Figure 2-6. Gust Generator Vanes Installed 
in Wind Tunnel (view upstream) 
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Installation of the Gust Generator in the Wind Tunnel 
The gust generator was installed approximately five inches 
upstream from the tunnel exit. The drive and idle assemblies were 
independently "bolted to the tunnel frame and then aligned horizontally 
and vertically with respect to each other to allow for proper installa-
tion of the rotating vanes. 
Three plexiglass panels which are normally installed in one of 
the tunnel walls were removed and replaced with 3/*+ inch plywood sheets. 
The plywood sheets were secured by metal braces and were adjusted by 
means of screws so that the edges of adjacent sheets were flush with 
each other inside of the wind tunnel. These plywood sheets not only 
served to stiffen this portion of the wind tunnel, but also provided 
access for the hot wire probe during testing,, A total of eighteen, 
l̂r inch diameter access holes were drilled for the hot wire probe and 
fitted with wooden plugs which could be removed or secured in place as 
required from the outside of the wind tunnel,. 
A magnetic detection device was installed on the idle-side 
assembly by means of an aluminum support. The device was adjusted so 
that its face was within .003 of an inch from the outside surface of 
the sixty-tooth gear which was attached to one of the idle-side vane 
shafts. The device produces a voltage signal for each passage of a 
tooth on the rotating gear. The closer the device is to the gear surface, 
the larger the voltage that is produced. The signal was then fed into 
an electronic counter. The sixty teeth on the gear, coupled with a one-
second counting duration, gave a readout of vane speed in revolutions per 
minute. Since each revolution of the vanes produces two pressure 
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pulses in the airstream, the gust frequency produced is twice the vane 
frequency. 
Hot" Wire Anemometer and Probe Assembly 
The anemometer used for the gust generator calibration was a Flow 
Corporation constant-temperature hot wire anemometer, Model 900A. The 
hot wire probe was also manufactured by the Flow Corporation and was 
I!* inches in length, and l/k inch in diameter. The probe sensing element 
consisted of .00035 inch diameter tungsten wire which was welded to the 
probe tip. This gave a value of f for the hot wire of approximately 
two ft/sec. 
Since the hot wire probe was too short; to permit velocity measure-
ments at the tunnel centerline or beyond, a steel extension tube was con-
structed to which the probe was connected. The tube was 1-1/8 inches in 
diameter and 28 inches in length. With this extra length, velocity 
measurements could be made to within 9 inches of the far tunnel wall. 
Because of the weight of the steel extension tube, a fairly sub-
stantial support was needed for the hot wire probe assembly. A 
cylindrical holder was devised which could be mounted horizontally, 
over top of three l/k inch screws which were attached, symmetrically, 
around each hole drilled in the plywood tunnel walls. Three wing nuts 
were used to secure the holder to the tunnel wall. A rubber gasket, 
between the holder and the wall, served to provide an airtight seal for 
the probe assembly. A set screw located at the end of the holder was 
provided to securely clamp the hot wire probe in any desired position. 
A scale in inches was etched into the tube along its length to establish 
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the location of the hot wire tip when the probe was inside the wind 
tunnel. 
Hot Wire Calibration 
The hot wire was calibrated in the low-turbulence wind tunnel. 
Gust generator vanes were installed across the tunnel exit and rotated 
into a horizontal position during the calibration. A pitot-static tube 
was inserted into the tunnel from the top of the facility and located 
on the tunnel centerline. The tube was then connected to a manometer 
located in the tunnel control room. The manometer column height was 
adjusted to read zero with the tunnel turned off. The hot wire probe 
was then installed so that the probe tip was in line vertically with the 
pitot static tube and approximately five inches below the bottom of 
the tube. 
The hot wire signal from the anemometer was measured on a 
digital voltmeter. The wind tunnel was then started in order to obtain 
a signal from the hot wire other than the zero-velocity voltage. The 
hot wire signal was maximized by rotating the hot wire while monitoring 
the digital voltmeter. When the voltage was a maximum, the hot wire 
was clamped in position. 
The calibration procedure consisted of setting an arbitrary 
wind tunnel speed and then adjusting the manometer to obtain the column 
height which represented this airspeed. The corresponding hot wire 
voltage was obtained from the digital voltmeter. This procedure was 
repeated for various airspeeds ranging from about five to seventy feet 
per second. Corresponding values of column height, Ah, and hot wire 
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Voltage, E , were recorded for each airspeed. 
The stagnation temperature and pressure were measured and 
recorded before beginning the hot wire calibration. The stagnation 
temperature was measured again after the tests and was found to have 
increased by several degrees Fahrenheit. The actual temperature used 
in the calibrations was taken as the average of the two values. 
A computer program was used to determine the wind tunnel air-
speeds corresponding to the values of Ah recorded during the calibra-
tion. Bernoulli's incompressible flow equation was used to determine 
velocity, V , with respect to Ah. The equation is given below. 
/Ah T 
V = 119.9756038 J - — 2 . (2-1) 
o 
2 
The program also established least-squares curve f i t s to E 
versus /V data obtained from the ca l ibra t ion . Both l inear and 
quadratic f i t s were determined with t he i r associated standard devia-
t ions , cr 3 in f t / s e c . The quadratic least-squares curve had the 
smallest values of cr and was used as the ca l ibra t ion curve for the 
hot wire (Figure 2-7) . The f ina l equation re la t ing veloci ty to hot 
wire voltage i s given below. 
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Gust Generator Performance 
The electronic equipment used to measure the gust double-
amplitude is shown in Figure 2-8. The x-y plotter used in the calibra-
tion tests was a Hewlett Packard Model No. 7001A. The oscilloscope, 
which was used to monitor and photograph the gust-waveform, was a 
Tektronix, dual-trace oscilloscope, Model No. 533A. The electronic 
counter used to determine the vane RPM was a General Radio, Model No. 
1192-B. 
After the turn-on procedures for the hot wire were completed, 
the zero-velocity voltage from the anemometer was used to calibrate the 
x-y plotter. Then, with the gust generator vanes in a horizontal 
position, the wind tunnel was turned on, producing a hot wire voltage 
dependent on the tunnel velocity. The hot wire was rotated to obtain 
a maximum voltage reading on the digital voltmeter. The hot wire was 
then clamped in place and the wind tunnel turned off. 
General Survey of the Gust Field 
A survey was taken to determine the quality of the gust velocity 
produced by the gust generator. Several effects were of particular 
interest: the effects on the waveform caused by distance from the gust 
generator vanes; the change in waveform over the tunnel cross-section; 
and the effects of mean airspeed and gust frequency on the shape of the 
waveform. 
As mentioned previously, there were eighteen holes drilled in 
the plywood sidewall. These holes were spaced vertically in groups of 
three. The holes were covered by plugs which could be removed or 
replaced, as required. Each group represented a test station, consisting 
Magnetic Detection Device 
Vane RPM Gear 
i 
=ff^r Hot Wire Pro"be Holder 
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Figure 2 - 8 . E l e c t r o n i c Equipment Used for Gust Veloc i ty Survey 
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of a total of nine test points (Figure 2-9). The test stations were 
numbered from 1 to 6 from the vanes proceeding in the upstream direction. 
Each hole represented three cross section test points: two 9 inches 
from either tunnel wall, and one on the tunnel centerline. Cross-
sectional test-points were numbered from 1 to 9 from the west side of 
the tunnel towards the opposite side and from the top to the bottom 
(see Figure 2-8). A particular test point in the tunnel was then 
designated by its station number and cross section number (i.e. 6/5). 
The gust waveform was obtained from the hot wire probe and 
anemometer which were connected both to an x-y plotter and an oscillo-
scope. The oscilloscope and the plotter were used to monitor the wave-
form and check for any stalling of the tunnel fan caused by the operation 
of the gust generator. The oscilloscope was also used to obtain a 
permanent record of the velocity waveform by photographing the trace. 
Since neither the actual gust amplitude nor the mean-airspeed were 
necessary for this survey, the x-y plotter was not calibrated to a known 
tunnel airspeed. 
For the survey, the 25$ vanes were installed in the gust 
generator. Three tunnel-fan speeds were investigated (500, 65O, and 
800 RPM) together with three gust frequencies (ko, 80, and 120 EPM). A 
full 9 test-point survey was performed at stations 6 and 2. Since there 
were no observed cross sectional effects on the gust waveform, the other 
stations were surveyed only on the tunnel centerline. 
Upon completion of the tests using the 25$ vanes, the 50$ and 
75$ vanes were studied at one test-point (6/5). Several conclusions 
were drawn from the test results concerning the gust waveform produced 
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Figure 2-9. Test Station Locations for Gust Waveform Survey 
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by the gust generating mechanism (see Figures 2-10 to 2-12). 
1) The hot wire output waveforms had fair to good shapes for 
all three gust frequencies. 
2) The distance of the hot wire probe from the gust generator 
vanes did not appear to effect the shape of the gust wave-
form. 
3) The waveform double amplitude increases with mean airspeed. 
k) The waveform double amplitude decreases with increasing 
gust frequency. 
5) The maximum tunnel airspeed was limited for a given set of 
vanes and was determined by either the stalling of the tunnel 
fan or the amount of tunnel wall vibration. 
6) The minimum tunnel airspeed was limited by distortion of the 
waveform. Increasing the vane area decreased the lower air-
speed limit. 
7) Generation of low frequency gusts caused larger than normal 
loads on the tunnel structure at high airspeeds due to the 
increased time duration of the tunnel blockage during each 
vane cycle. 
Calibration of the Gust Generator 
To calibrate the gust generator, curves of gust double amplitude 
versus tunnel mean airspeed were developed. These curves were constructed 
from data obtained at three gust-frequencies (40, 80, and 120 RPM) and 
at various, randomly picked, tunnel airspeeds. 
After the initial procedures were completed, the gust generator 
was started before turning on the wind tunnel. This sequence was 
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Figure 2-10. Axial Gust Waveform for 25% Vanes 
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2-12. Axial Gust Waveform for 75$ Vanes 
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essential in order to protect the gust generator mechanism from the 
effects of steady aerodynamic loading. The gust generator was set at 
the desired frequency using the electronic counter. Different airspeeds 
were picked at random. A separate trace was made on the x-y plotter for 
each airspeed. The maximum airspeeds picked were determined by the set 
of vanes installed in the gust generator. Several test runs were made 
at each gust frequency with 6 random airspeeds for each test run. These 
experiments were repeated for each gust frequency and for all three sets 
of vanes. 
The x-y plotter traces were then examined to obtain the maximum 
and minimum voltage of the gust waveform corresponding to each random 
airspeed. These pairs of voltages were recorded for each airspeed and 
separated into groups according to gust frequency and the particular set 
of gust generator vanes that was used during the tests. 
A computer program was developed which converted the maxijnum 
and minimum voltages into maximum and minimum airspeeds by making use of 
the hot wire calibration curve. The mean airspeed was taken as the 
average of these two extreme velocities. The program also determined the 
gust double amplitudes and the percentage of mean speed for each of the 
double amplitudes. For these data, plots were constructed of the gust 
double-amplitude versus mean-airspeed for the three gust frequencies 
and the three different sets of vanes (Figures 2-13 and 2-15)• Experi-
mental work performed by J. A. Miller using a similar facility at the 
Naval Post Graduate School [20] has also indicated that the gust double 
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Figure 2-13. Least Squares Curve F i t s of Experimental Data for the 25% 
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Figure 2-15• Least Squares Curve F i t s of Experimental Data 
for t he 75% Gust Generator Vanes 
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Since some scatter of the calibration data occurred, a computer 
program was used to determine first through fourth order least square 
curves which fit the double amplitude versus mean airspeed data. The 
standard deviation for each curve fit was also calculated. The curves 
with the smallest standard deviation were then chosen as the calibration 
for the gust generator at each of the three gust frequencies and for the 
three sets of vanes. These curves are plotted together with the 
experimental data in Figures 2-13 to 2-15. The equations for each set 
of vanes are given in Tables 2-1 through 2-3. 
The calibration data were replotted in terms of gust amplitude 
ratio versus mean tunnel speed, where the gust amplitude ratio is 
defined as: 
A^ = gust double amplitude/mean tunnel speed (2-3) 
These experimental data are shown plotted versus tunnel airspeed in 
Figures 2-16 through 2-18, together with calculated values of the 
amplitude ratio obtained from the appropriate least squares calibration 
curve for each gust frequency. 
Additional curves for intermediate values of gust frequency were 
obtained at intervals of 10 RPM by a cross-plotting technique (see 
Appendix A). The resulting second order curves are shown plotted in 
Figures 2-19 through 2-21. Tables 2-4 through 2-6 give the equations of 
these curves. 
Table 2 - 1 . Least Squares Curve F i t s for 25% Vanes 
Gust Freq.. Gust Double Amplitude as Funct ion of Mean Veloc i ty 
40 RPM D (V ) = - 1.64306 + .1*0153 x V + k,32421 x 10 x V2 
av o / o o 
80 RPM D (V ) = - 2.53367 + .17^024 x V - 1.7^551 x 10" 3 x V2 + 1.7^799 * 10" 5 x V 
a o o o ( 
120 EPM D (V ) = 4.1410 - .248137 x V + 5*97936 x 10" 3 x V2 - 3.2*031 x 10" 5 x V2 
Table 2 - 2 . Least Squares Curve F i t s for 50% Vanes 
Gust Freq.. Gust Double Amplitude as Funct ion of Mean Veloc i ty 
kO RPM D (V ) = - k.03592 + .3799^8 x V + U.76U18 x 10" 3 x V2 
80 KPM D (V ) = 3.50U92 - .336256 x V + .017976 x V2 - 1.^281+3 x 10 x V3 
a o o y o o 
120 RPM D (V ) = 9.61396 - .790608 x V + .025592 x V2 - 2.11127 x lO"^" x V3 
Table 2 - 3 . Least Squares Curve F i t s for 75yo Vanes 
Gust F req . Gust Double Amplitude as Funct ion of Mean Ve loc i ty 
kO RPM D (V ) = 10.7375 - 1.76713 x V + .1637^5 x V2 - 3.29981 x l o " 3 x V3 
a o ' ^ ' ^ 0 0 0 
80 EPM D (V ) = - 2.75527 + .55790^ x V + 2.^7581 x 10~3 x V2 
a o 
120 RPM 
a ' o 
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F igure 2-19. Gust Generator C a l i b r a t i o n Curves for 25fo Vanes 
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F igure 2-20. Gust Generator C a l i b r a t i o n Curves for 50f0 Vanes 
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Figure 2-21. Gust Generator Calibration Curves for 
75% Vanes Obtained from Cross-Plotted Data 
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Table 2-1+. Opera t iona l Curves for Gust Generator F a c i l i t y - 25% Vanes 
Gust Freq. 
20 RPM D (V ) a 0 
25 EPM D (V ) 
a oJ 
30 EPM D (V ) av o' 
35 RPM D (V ) a 0 
kO EPM D (V ) 
av oJ 
1+5 EPM D (V ) av 0 
50 EPM D (V ) a 0' 
55 EPM D (V ) 
av oJ 
60 EPM D (V ) a 0 
Gust Double Amplitude as Funct ion of Mean Ve loc i ty 
-U 2 
= - 1.61+30575 + .l1+H531+8 x V + I+.32I+I+ x ID" x V 
= - 1.1+177886 + .H688832 x V + 5.31+95 x ID x V2 
= - I .I897665 + .O9I+I+089I x V + 6.2917 x 10 x V2 
= - .9589I+I+23 + .07371329 x V + 7.1512 x 10"^ x V2 
= - .7255^885 + .O5I+8IO8 x V + 7.927 x 10"^ x V2 
= .1+8938835 + .O37689I+7 x V + 8.6202 x 10 x V2 
= - .2503281+8 + .02235607 x V + 9.2301+ x 10 x V2 
= - .0086601+9 + 8.81026 x 10" 3 x V + 9.757^ x V2 
,-3 
= .2357717 - 2.95025 x l D J x V + 1.02015 x 10 f3 x v 2 
Table 2-5. Operational Curves for Gust Generator Fac i l i ty - 50% Vanes 
Gust Freq. 
20 RPM D (V ) a o 
25 RPM D (V ) a o 
30 EPM D (V ) a o 
35 RPM D (V ) a o 
kO EPM D (V ) a o 
5̂ RPM D (V ) a o 
50 RPM D (V ) 
a o 
55 RPM a o' 
60 RPM D (V ) a o 
Gust Double Amplitude as Function of Mean Velocity 
= -4.0357683 + .37993857 x V + 4.76̂ +3 x 10"3 x V2 
= - 3.387527^ + .30838328 x v + k.hhGih x io~3 x v2 
= - 2.688214a + .2392697^ x v + U.2211U x io~3 x v2 
•̂  o o 
= - 1.9380393 + .1729055 x V Q + h.08737 x ID"
3 x v^ 
= - 1.13699Vr + .ID899578 x V + U.OU536 x 10~3 x V2 
= - .28U965^3 + .OU7631U6 x V + k.09525 x 10~3 x V2 
= .6178206^ - .01117319 x k.23683 x 10" 3 x V2 
= 1.5716553 - .O67U365 x V + U.U7036 x 10" 3 x V2 
= 2.5763^ - .1211^26 x v + h.79566 x 10"3 x v2 
Ta"ble 2-6. Operational Curves for Gust Generator Fac i l i t y - 75> Vanes 
Gust Freq. 
20 EPM D (V ) 
a 0 
25 EPM D (V ) 
a 0 
30 EPM D (V ) 
a 0 
35 KPM D (V ) a 0 
40 EPM D (V ) a 0 
l|-5 EPM B (V ) a 0 
50 EPM D (V ) 
a 0 
55 EPM D (V ) 
a 0 
60 EPM D (V ) 
a 0 
Gust Double Amplitude as Function of Mean Velocity 
- 1.3002738 + .67^73333 x V + 5.35369 x 10"3 x V2 
o o 
- 1.8852^29 + .656^81 x V + 4.08432 x 10~3 x V2 
- 2.32277^8 + .63088671 x V + 3.18135 x 10"3 x V2 
o o 
- 2.61278^5 + .59803768 x V + 2.64515 x 10"3 x V2 
- 3.3^95^31 + .635^0261 x V + 8.548145 x 10"5 x V2 
- 2.7503898 + .510^972 x V + 2.6724 x 10"3 x V2 
- 2.5980213 + .45581048 x V + 3.2357 x 10"3 x V2 
- 2.298HI5 + .39383368 x V + 4.16584 x 10"3 x V2 
- 1.8464453 + .32^21899 x V + 5.^254 x lo"3 x V2 
CHAPTER III 
AIRFOIL MODEL AND DRIVE MECHANISM 
Model Construction 
The airfoil model was fabricated by bonding eleven balsa wood 
blocks, side by side, onto a 7/8 inch diameter shaft. Each block was 
four inches wide in the span direction, nine inches long in the chord 
direction, and lj inches in thickness (see Figure 3-l)• 
The model was constructed by first drilling a 7/8 inch 
diameter clearance hole through each block in the spanwise direction, 
centered 2\ inches aft of the leading edge. A keyway was then 
broached along each hole, facing the trailing edge of the model. 
The steel shaft used for the model was 7/8 of an inch in 
diameter and 59 inches in length. A keyway was milled in the shaft 
along the whole length where the model was to be located. A mixture 
of polyester resin epoxy and chopped fiber glass filler was used to 
bond the balsa wood blocks to the steel shaft. 
After coating the inside of the hole drilled in the block, 
the first piece of balsa wood was slipped over one end of the shaft. 
The block was positioned so that the wooden keyway was aligned with the 
keyway in the shaft. Epoxy was then poured into the rectangular hole 
formed by the two keyways. The remaining blocks were attached to the 
shaft, one at a time, in a similar manner. In addition, the interior 
blocks were coated with epoxy on both sides so that the adjoining 
Blocks :ire Glued together 









Figure 3-1. Airfoil Model Construction 
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surfaces of each block were bonded together. 
The balsa wood was shaped to an MCA (3012 contour, with a nine 
inch chord and the shaft at the quarter chord point. This was 
accomplished by first bonding two l/8 inch thick aluminum templates to 
each end of the model. Both templates had been shaped to the exact 
airfoil contour and keyed to the model shaft. The model was then placed 
in a lathe and the excess wood removed from the block using the templates 
as contour guides. 
After the desired airfoil contour was obtained, the wooden 
surface was sealed with two coats of vinyl resin, sanded smooth, and 
then covered with two coats of flat black paint. The model was mass 
balanced by attaching two, rectangular brass bars to both ends of the 
model shaft. These bars were positioned so that they would be outside 
of the test section when the model was in the tunnel. 
A B & K Model No. 30& accelerometer was installed in the model 
approximately 2.\ inches aft of the model shaft. This distance from the 
rotational axis was choosen so that the model accelerometer signal would 
be of the same approximate magnitude as the signal produced by the drive 
arm accelerometer. The airfoil accelerometer was secured in place by 
threading it into a small aluminum tab which had been inset into the 
balsa wood surface at one end of the model and welded to the aluminum 
template. The accelerometer cable was wrapped around the model shaft 
and taped securely into position to facilitate installation of the 
model into the wind tunnel. 
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Model Support System 
Prior to installation of the airfoil in the wind tunnel, a 
portion of the plywood, west wall, where the model would be located, 
was replaced by a k x 7 foot section of one inch thick Plexiglas. 
While the main purpose of the Plexiglas was to permit flow visualization 
experiments, its greater thickness and rigidity also served to decrease 
tunnel wall deflections during testing. After the Plexiglas was in 
place, several steel braces were bolted to the top and bottom of the 
tunnel structure. The panel was held in position with inward pressure 
which was applied by threading screws horizontally through the steel 
braces. Finally, a 1-1/8 inch diameter clearance hole was drilled in 
the Plexiglas to accommodate the model shaft. This hole was located 
63 inches upstream from the gust generator vanes and approximately 
21 inches above the tunnel floor. 
The model shaft was supported on both sides of the test section 
by main bearing assemblies located outside of the tunnel walls. Each 
bearing assembly consisted of two parts: a base and a center arm 
(see Figure 3-2). The center arm was pinned at one end of the base. 
At the opposite end a load cell was connected between the center arm 
and the base. The model shaft extended through a roller bearing which 
was located in the center arm, midway between the pin connection and 
the load cell. With the model supported in this manner, the output of 
each load cell represented approximately one quarter of the total lift 
force acting on the airfoil. 
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Figure 3-2. Main Bearing Assembly 
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gage bridges which were bonded to both center arms of the main bearing 
assemblies. Each bridge contained four active arms, two on top of the 
center arm, and two on the bottom (see Figure 3-2). The bridge circuit 
was connected so that the gages on the same side of the center arm were 
located on opposite arms of the strain gage bridge. This procedure 
produced the greatest sensitivity possible from the bridge circuit 
(see Figure 3-3)• 
A portion of both center arms was milled down to a thickness 
which would cause detectable surface strains during the aerodynamic 
loading. The strain gage bridges were located at this position on each 
center arm. The natural frequency of the knotched center arm was 
determined using a Galerkin technique to insure that oscillation 
frequencies of the airfoil would not excite a resonant condition in the 
main bearing assembly. In addition, the predicted vertical deflections 
of the center arms under maximum loading conditions were small enough to 
consider the model and supports as a one-degree-of-freedom system. 
Due to the size of the tunnel wall deflections during certain 
operating conditions of the gust generator, the airfoil bearing supports 
and the oscillating mechanism could not be fastened directly to the test 
section walls. Consequently, the main bearing assemblies and the motor 
drive system were attached to the external tunnel structure in such a 
manner as to have a clearance on either side of the tunnel walls. 
The base of the main bearing assembly on the west side (i.e., 
the idle side) was bolted to a trapizoidal frame constructed of welded, 
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Figure 3~to. Id le Side Support Frame (Side View) 
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in turn, was attached to a k x k inch piece of steel angle which had 
"been "bolted to the wind tunnel floor braces. The height of this 
supporting framework was adjusted so that the roller bearing located 
in the center arm of the main bearing assembly would be in line with 
the clearance hole in the Plexiglas. 
The main bearing assembly on the east side (i.e., the drive 
side) and the motor drive system were both supported by a 20 x 2k x 1 
inch aluminum base plate. The base plate was bolted to steel angles, 
which were then fastened to the external tunnel structure. The base 
of the bearing assembly was attached to a stand which had been con-
structed of one inch thick aluminum blocks, bolted to the base plate. 
The height of this stand and base plate combination from the tunnel 
floor, together with their location along the wind tunnel axis., assured 
that when the model was in position, the center line of the model shaft 
would be parallel to the tunnel floor and perpendicular with the tunnel 
axis. 
The addition to the tunnel-wall clearance requirement, the 
airfoil model and its supporting system had to be designed so that the 
model could be removed from the wind tunnel or replaced when necessary 
with a minimum effort. To accomplish this, the model was installed 
and removed through a 3 x 10 inch rectangular hole cut out of the 
aluminum wall on the east side of the tunnel. When the airfoil was 
placed in the test section, the shaft was first guided through the 
clearance hole in the Plexiglas, and then through the roller bearing 
in the main bearing assembly". A k x 11 inch rectangular cover plate 
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witli another 1-1./8 inch clearance hole was ins ta l l ed over the portion 
of the model shaft protruding outside of the east wall of the tunnel . 
Then the r o l l e r bearing in the second bearing assembly was slipped 
over the model shaft , and the base of t h i s assembly was bolted to i t s 
base p la te stand. The cover pla te was designed so that when i t was 
bolted in place, the surface of the p la te inside of the tunnel was 
flush with the aluminum wall . 
Model Osci l lat ing Mechanism 
The osc i l l a t ing mechanism (see Figures 3-5A and 3-5B) for the 
a i r f o i l model consisted of four major groups: the adjustment disks and 
linkages, the outer bearing assembly, the motor and crank group, and 
the drive rod and drive arm assembly. This drive system was designed 
to allow for var ia t ions in a i r f o i l mean angle-of-attack, amplitude of 
o sc i l l a t i on , and frequency of o sc i l l a t i on . The osc i l l a t ing mechanism 
was attached to the same base p la te tha t supported the main bearing on 
the east side of the wind tunnel . 
Two aluminum adjustment disks were used to change the model 
mean angle-of-at tack. One disk was keyed d i rec t ly to the end of the 
model shaft , while the other was attached to a. linkage shaft . The two 
disks were mated using a recess and flange design in order to insure 
that the linkage shaft centerl ine was in exact alignment with the 
model shaft center l ine . With the linkage shaft held in a reference 
posi t ion , the model angle-of-attack could be changed by f i r s t loosening 
four connecting screws between the adjustment disks , then se t t ing the 
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Figure 3-5B. Airfoil Oscillating Mechanism(Front View) 
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the connecting screws. This arrangement allowed variations of mean 
angle between minus twenty and plus twenty degrees. 
Two types of linkages, each seven inches long and 7/8 of an 
inch in diameter, were used during the experiments. One linkage was 
a solid steel shaft which was used for rigid, forced oscillations of 
the airfoil. The other type of linkage consisted of elastic couplings, 
each formed from an aluminum shaft by milling away the center material 
to leave four connecting ribs (see Figure 3-6). The length, width, 
and thickness of the ribs determined the spring constant for each 
elastic linkage. An analytical method was used to estimate the values 
of these dimensions which would produce a specified natural frequency 
in pitch of the airfoil-linkage combination (see Appendix B). These 
elastic links were used during decaying oscillations and forced, elastic 
oscillations of the model. 
With a linkage shaft installed in the drive system, the end of 
the linkage furtherest from the tunnel was supported by an outer bear-
ing assembly (see Figure 3-7). This assembly prevented bending of the 
linkage about an axis perpendicular to the tunnel floor during forced 
oscillations of the airfoil. At the same time, the outer bearing 
permitted vertical motions of the shaft. The vertical motion allowed 
the main bearing assemblies to absorb the total lift force on the 
airfoil, assuming no frictional losses during vertical motion in the 
outer bearings. 
The motor used to oscillate the airfoil was a Minarik, \ H.P., 
shunt motor with a maximum speed of 2^00 RPM. The rotational motion 
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Figure 3-7. Outer Bearing Assembly 
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of the motor shaft was transformed into oscillatory motion of the 
airfoil through the use of a motor shaft crank with an eccentrically 
mounted drive rod. Four different crank cylinders with differing 
amounts of eccentric offset were used during the tests. The four 
different offsets, combined with the length of the drive arm, produced 
amplitudes of oscillation at the airfoil of ± 2, ± k, ± 6, and ± 8 
degrees. 
A Minarik Torque Generator, Model WTF-73? "was used to regulate 
the motor speed. The actual operating frequency was obtained in a 
manner similar to that used to determine the gust generator vane 
frequency. A sixty-tooth gear was attached to the back of the motor 
shaft crank. A magnetic detection unit was located on the drive 
mechanism base-plate, close to the gear. The signal from the detection 
unit was then filtered with a Krohn-Hite model #33^3? low pass filter, 
and then applied to an electronic counter. The airfoil oscillation 
frequencies that were used during the tests ranged from two to twenty 
Hertz. 
The drive rod and drive arm assembly were connected between the 
motor crank and the linkage shaft. The drive arm was keyed to the 
linkage shaft and located on the outward section of the linkage between 
the main and outer bearing assemblies (see Figure 3~5A). A second 
B & K accelerometer was attached to the bottom of this drive arm (see 
Figure 3-8). 
The oscillatory driving force from the motor was applied to the 
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bottom of the drive arm and on the other side to a drive rod yoke. 
One end of the drive rod was pinned to this yoke, while the other end 
was connected to a crank pin attached to the motor shaft crank. The 
line of action of the load cell was always at right angles to the drive 
arm, and at a fixed distance from the center-line of the linkage shaft. 
Thus, the load cell signal, together with the moment arm distance, 
determined the total applied moment to the airfoil. 
The applied moment was also obtained from a third strain gage 
bridge, which was bonded to the drive arm at the position of maximum 
bending moment (see Figure 3-8)• This bridge contained four active 
arms, connected in a manner similar to the lift bridges attached to the 
main bearing assemblies. The drive arm dimensions were designed to 
provide adequate strain gage sensitivity, while at the same time keeping 
the natural frequency of the system well above the airfoil oscillation 
frequencies. 
Calibration of Load Cells 
Three Kistler, #912, quartz load cells were installed in the 
model support and drive system. The devices were each connected to 
M-B voltage line drivers, and then to three M-B Model NkOO amplifiers. 
Because these piezoelectric load cells are charge devices, the use of 
voltage line drivers eliminated any D.C. level from the load cell 
signals. Thus it became necessary to calibrate each load cell in a 
dynamic manner. 
The calibration method made use of the model support and drive 
system. A dummy shaft was placed inside the wind tunnel, through both 
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of the main bearings. The rigid linkage was also installed, together 
with the drive arm, in the model oscillation system. The load cell 
to be calibrated was then installed in the drive system, between the 
drive arm and the drive yoke (see Figure 3-8). 
The load cell was calibrated by oscillating the drive mechanism 
at a known frequency and amplitude. The load cell output signal then 
became a measure of the force required to overcome the rotational 
inertia of the dummy shaft. Hence the maximum, or peak voltage 
represented the maximum value of inertial torque on the system. The 
actual force acting on the load cell was calculated by dividing the 
maximum value of inertial torque by the distance between the load cell 
line of action and the shaft axis of rotation. The equation that was 
used is given below. 
i | e | 
max r 
or 
, . -ikt^l (3_2) 
max 
where 
9 = AG cos out (3-3) 
The three quantities that could be varied during the calibra-
tion were moment of inertia, amplitude of oscillation, and the frequency 
of oscillation. The moment of inertia was changed by attaching steel 
disks to the dummy shaft. The amplitude of oscillation could be varied 
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by using motor cranks with different crank, pin eccentrics. The 
frequencies of oscillation used for the calibration were kept within 
the range of frequencies to be used during the subsequent tests. 
The maximum value of the load cell output voltage during each 
cycle of oscillation was obtained using two different techniques. The 
first method made use of a Textronics memory oscilloscope, with the 
peak values of voltage being read directly off the scope for each test 
condition. The second, and more accurate method, made use of an opera-
tional analog computer which was used during the experimental work 
described in Chapter IV. This computer is an Electronic Associates, Inc. 
TR-J+8 analog computer with a DES-30 parallel logic unit. 
The analog computer mechanization that was used during the load 
cell calibrations is shown in Figure 3-9* The circuit consists of two 
parts. The DES-30 was used to determine the slope of the load cell 
signal at very short time intervals. When the slope became zero, a 
logic signal to one of the two track and store units caused the peak 
voltage to be stored. One track and store unit was used for the posi-
tive portion of the signal, while the second unit was used to obtain 
the negative portions. These two peak values were then added algebrai-
cally and averaged to obtain the final maximum voltage. 
The calibration data for the three load cells were plotted in 
graphs of calculated force versus load cell output voltage (see Figures 
3-10 through 3-12). A least squares linear fit equation was obtained 
from this force versus voltage data. These straight lines were then 
used as the calibration curves for each respective load cell. 
Positive Maximum 
Figure 3-9. Mechanization Used to Determine Relative Maximum 
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Calibration of Strain Gage Bridges 
For the strain gage calibrations, the rigid linkage was 
installed in the model drive system. The drive rod was connected 
between the drive rod yoke and the motor shaft crank. A calibration 
rig was designed which could be installed on the model by bolting the 
two halves of the rig together around the airfoil surface. The rig 
allowed for the placement of a weight pan at various chordwise stations. 
By varying the pan location and the amounts of dead weight used, it was 
possible to apply a wide range of downward loads and pitching moments 
to the airfoil. 
During the calibration, the voltage signal from each strain 
gage bridge was recorded from a digital voltmeter. The combined signal 
from the two lift bridges represented the total lift force. The signal 
from the drive arm bridge represented the total applied moment to the 
airfoil. The calibration curves for lift force (positive down) and 
applied moment (positive nose down) are shown in Figures 3-13 and 3-1̂ -. 
Calibration of Accelerometers 
The two accelerometers were calibrated by oscillating the air-
foil model at known amplitudes and frequencies with the rigid linkage 
installed in the drive system. Different amplitudes were obtained by 
changing the motor shaft crank. Each accelerometer was connected first 
to an M-B voltage line driver unit, and then to an M-B Model N^OO 
amplifier. As in the load cell calibration, the analog computer was 
used to obtain the maximum value of the accelerometer signal during each 
cycle of oscillation. 
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Figure 3-13- Calibration Curve for Lift Strain Gage 
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The maximum acceleration for each test condition was obtained 
from the following equations 
6 = 8 + AG sin out 
o 
lei = OD 2A9 1 'max 
The calibration curves for each accelerometer were obtained 
by plotting each maximum voltage versus the corresponding maximum 
acceleration and then using the least squares method to determine the 
beat linear fit for this data. The curves for both the model and the 
drive arm accelerometer are shown in Figures 3-15 and 3~l6. 
Physical Properties of Model and Linkages 
Three elastic linkages were constructed for use in the model 
drive assembly. Each was designed to give a specified natural frequency 
of oscillation to the airfoil and linkage combination. Initially, the 
mass moment of inertia of the airfoil model was estimated analytically, 
and then used as described in Appendix B to calculate the web dimen-
sions for a 10 Hz elastic linkage. The original estimate for I did 
° m 
not include the addi t ional mass i n e r t i a of the a i r f o i l mass-balancing 
ba r s . 
The actual to rs iona l spring constant, K , for t h i s linkage was 
next determined experimentally by the force-deflect ion method. The 
weight-pan r ig described previously was used to apply a known torque 
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edge were measured with a d ia l gage. The t r a i l i n g edge deflections 
were converted into angular rotat ions using the following re la t ion . 
sin a = a = T.E. d e f l e c t i o n / ^ (3-6) 
where £ = distance "between axis of ro ta t ion and the t r a i l i n g edge. 
The values of applied torque versus angular ro ta t ion were 
p lo t ted , and a s t ra ight l ine drawn through the data po in t s . The slope 
of t h i s l ine was used as the to rs iona l spring constant for the e l a s t i c 
l inkage. The load deflection curve for t h i s linkage is shown in 
Figure 3-17. 
The mass moment of i n e r t i a of the a i r f o i l model was determined 
experimentally using the logarithmic-decrement technique. The output 
s ignal from the drive-arm load c e l l was monitored on an oscilloscope and 
then photographed as the model was released from a deflected pos i t ion . 
From th i s photograph, the following information was obtained. 
f = 8.7 Hz (3-7) 
d 
6 = <*i(i.25) (3-8) 
J ifir2 + 62 
2 n x ( i ) 
U) = & 
" / 2 
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I = K/UJ2 = 0.0813 lb-sec'~-in (3-11) 
m ' n 
Using the value of I given in Equation (3-11), the web-
dimensions for the two remaining e l a s t i c linkages were designed to 
produce natural frequencies of t h i r t een and twenty Hertz. Then, the 
logarithmic-decrement method was used to determine the actual value of 
natural frequency. The re la t ionship given in Equation (3-H) was 
rearranged and used to determine the actual values of the to rs iona l 
spring constants. Table 3-1 l i s t s both the actual and the predicted 
values of K for the three e l a s t i c l inkages. 
S ta t i c Lift and Moment Curves 
The s t a t i c l i f t and moment curves for the a i r f o i l model were 
obtained using the s t r a in gage br idges. The transducer output signals 
were converted to a i r f o i l l i f t and moment using the s t r a in gage bridge 
ca l ibra t ion curves (Figures 3-13? 3-1*0 • This data was then non-
dime nsionalized in the usual manner. 
CL= - ^ f (3-02) 
I PV "b x c 
= -JSBHSg ( 3 .1 3) 
i PV be 
Table 3-l» Theoretical and Actual Values for Spring Constant 
for Three Elastic Linkages 
Spring #1 Spring #2 Spring #3 
Theoretical K (in-lb/rad) 2h6 508 y\k 
Actual K (in-lb/rad) 265 580 1098 
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These curves were developed for a Reynolds number of 150,000, 
and are shown in Figures 3-l8 and 3-19• The value of the static stall 
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During the present experimental investigation, an analog 
computer was used to determine the lift, moment, and aerodynamic work 
done on an oscillating airfoil. An extensive literature survey has 
revealed no references to the previous use of an analog computer in a 
similar manner. Therefore, the following paragraphs discuss in some 
detail the analog mechanizations that were used to obtain the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the model airfoil. 
Rigid Drive Pitching Moment 
The total forcing moment applied to the a-1"...foil by the motor 
drive system was obtained from the moment load cell and from the strain 
gage bridge located on the drive arm (see Figure 3-8). During oscilla-
tions of the airfoil with the rigid linkage installed in the drive 
system, the applied moment signal consisted of contributions from 
several sources. The signal contained not only the wind on, aerodynamic 
moment, but also the inert ial moment and the wind off aerodynamic moment 
due to the apparent mass of the air. 
In order to obtain the desired aerodynamic loading, it was 
necessary first to determine the instantaneous inertial moment acting 
on the model and drive system, and then to subtract this contribution 
from the total moment. Both steps of the procedure were performed on an 
Q6 
operational analog computer by using the airfoil equations of motion 
to solve for the inertial moment. The output signal from the analog 
computer was an aerodynamic moment which contained both the wind on 
and wind off aerodynamic loadings on the airfoil. 
Analog Computer Mechanization 
The operational analog computer and a parallel logic unit 
described in Chapter III were used to extract the airfoil aerodynamic 
moment from the total applied moment. The airfoil equation of motion 
for pitching oscillations was used to determine the instantaneous value 
of inertial moment acting on the system. The form of the equation that 
was used is given below. 
I 6 = M + M^ (k-1) 
This re la t ion neglects any f r i c t i ona l damping ar is ing from the bearing 
supports. A schematic of the forces acting on the system is shown in 
Figure k-1. 
Rearranging the equation to solve for the aerodynamic moment 
gives 
M = 1 8 - M_ (k-2) 
Because of the locations of the moment load cell and strain gage bridge, 
the total pitch inertia, I, , used in the equation was the sum of 
pitch inertias for the model and shaft, the adjustment disks, the rigid 
linkage, and the drive arm. The value of I was obtained from the 
Rigid Linkage 
Fig-ure 4 - 1 . Sch&matic of Forces and Moments Acting on Model and 
Drive-Arm D-uring Rigid-Forced A i r f o i l O s c i l l a t i o n s 
00 
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fol lowing Equat ions . 
1 = 1 + 1 + I (U-3) 
t m R.L. T).A. V DJ 
I = .0812732 + .00121̂ 9 + .0007677 (WO 
u 
I = .0832558 (lb-in-sec2) (k-5) 
u 
The mechanization for Equation (k-2.) is shown in Figure k-2, 
The only input signals to the analog computer required for this mechani-
zation were the airfoil acceleration and the total moment applied to the 
system. 
The total forcing moment, M_ , was first applied to amplifier 
AOl, together with a bias voltage. The level of bias was controlled by 
potentiometer P01. This bias voltage was used to zero the output of 
the moment strain gage bridge prior to oscillation of the airfoil. 
When the applied moment signal was obtained from the drive arm load 
cell, potentiometer P01 was set to give a zero bias voltage. 
The model accelerometer signal was applied to amplifier A05, 
and then multiplied by the value of I to obtain the instantaneous 
inertial moment acting on the system. Amplifier A03 was then used to 
subtract this inertial moment from the total applied moment. 
The output voltage from amplifier A03, which represented the 
airfoil aerodynamic moment acting on the airfoil, was scaled using 
potentiometers P02 and P03. When these potentiometers were set to the 
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Figure 4-2. Analog Mechanization for Rigid-Forced Ai r fo i l Osci l lat ions 
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output of A03 could be interpreted d i rec t ly in terms of aerodynamic 
moment with uni ts of i n - l b s . 
The angle-of-attack of the a i r f o i l was obtained from the analog 
computer by integrat ing the model accelerat ion s ignal twice with respect 
to t ime. The integrat ions were performed by applying the accelerat ion 
s ignal to a ser ies of integrat ing amplifiers (see Figures k-2 and k-3) 
whose i n i t i a l conditions represented the model veloci ty and displacement 
at the instant t = 0. The i n i t i a l conditions that were used for t h i s 
mechanization are given below. 
e(o) = 0 (k-3) 
e ( o ) = e + AG = e (k-k) 
v o max 
An i n s t a b i l i t y inherent in open end integrat ion on the TR-i+8 
caused the output s ignal from each integrator to d r i f t with time. Thus, 
s t ab i l i z a t i on c i rcu i t s were needed for the integrat ing amplifiers to 
insure that the f i na l s ignal representing the model angle-of-attack 
would o sc i l l a t e about a mean value without d r i f t i ng . 
Two iden t i ca l s t ab i l i za t ion c i rcu i t s were used to control the 
output signals of the in tegra to rs . Since the main in tegra tor , 10^ of 
Figure k-2, required a non-zero i n i t i a l condition, accurate output 
signals from t h i s amplifier were obtained by holding the in tegrator 
in the i n i t i a l condition mode u n t i l the necessary s t ab i l i z ing voltages 
could be generated. 
The mechanization for a t yp ica l s t ab i l i z a t i on c i rcu i t i s 
shown in Figure h-3. The dummy integrator generated a s ignal tha t was 
applied to both an electronic comparator and a pa i r of t rack and store 
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u n i t s . The comparator produced a square wave logic signal that 
controlled the track and store un i t s . One unit stored the maximum, 
while the other stored the minimum values of the in tegrator output 
s ignal momentarily during each cycle. These two voltages were added 
together and then fed back to the dummy integra tor . 
Two amplifiers, A07 and the corresponding amplifier in the 
second s t ab i l i z a t i on c i r cu i t , were used to monitor the level of feed-
back signal to the dummy in tegra tors . When these signals had reached 
a steady l eve l , the main integrator could be switched into the operate 
mode. This switching operation was controlled by logic from the DES-30. 
The mechanization for the DES-30 is shown in Figure 4-4. The 
c i rcu i t consisted of two general purpose r e g i s t e r s , patched as dual 
f l ip- f lops in s e r i e s . Two elect ronic signals were inputed to the 
DES-30 from the TR-48. The f i r s t was a s t a r t ing s ignal which could be 
applied to the DES-30 through a manual function switch. The second was 
a square wave logic signal generated by one of the comparators used in 
the in tegrat ion feedback c i rcu i t described previously. 
The comparator s ignal was connected t o the enable and load 
contacts of the two f l ip - f lops , thus insuring that the f l ip-f lops 
would respond to the s t a r t ing s ignal only when the square wave changed 
from a zero to a unit one l eve l . This condition occurred whenever the 
model accelerat ion at tained a maximum value. 
The output logic of the second f l ip - f lop was connected to the 
bus l ines which controlled the main integrat ing amplifier, 106, used 
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Figure k-k. Mechanization for DES-30 t o Provide Main I n t e g r a t o r Mode Control 
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integrator in the initial condition mode until the starting signal 
was applied and the model acceleration reached a maximum. At this 
point, the second flip-flop changed the logic input to the integrator 
"bus lines. This caused the integrator to switch to the operate mode 
and to remain in this mode for as long as the manual function switch 
remained closed. 
Elastic Drive Pitching Moment 
In the analog mechanization for rigid airfoil oscillations, the 
aerodynamic moment was obtained as the difference between two signals: 
the applied moment and the inertial moment. Due to the fact that the 
maximum inert ial moment is proportional to the square of the frequency, 
this difference signal becomes a small percentage of the total input 
signal at the higher oscillation frequencies. This situation, together 
with the error tolerances of the analog computer, increased the amount 
of possible error present in the determination of the aerodynamic 
moment at higher frequencies. 
To decrease the magnitude of this experimental error, a second 
type of forced oscillation test was conducted with the airfoil model. 
For these tests, the rigid linkage was replaced with the elastic 
linkages described in Chapter III. These linkages acted as a torsional 
spring for the model. The motor drive system was then used to produce 
forced oscillations of the airfoil through each of these elastic 
linkages. 
For each elastic linkage, the model was oscillated at a 
frequency near the natural frequency of the airfoil and spring 
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combination. This near resonant condition decreased the total amount 
of motor torque required to sustain the airfoil oscillations. The 
decrease in inertial moment with respect to the total moment produced 
a more accurate determination of the aerodynamic moment acting on the 
airfoil model. 
With this test procedure, the number of model oscillation 
frequencies that could be used was limited by the total number of 
elastic linkages that were available. In order to increase the number 
of test frequencies that could be used with each elastic linkage, 
several steel disks were attached to the idle side of the model shaft in 
varying combinations. Each disk was eight inches in diameter and 
approximately l/k inch in thickness. The additional amounts of mass 
inertia that were added to the system by the disks caused a change in 
the value of the natural frequency of each airfoil-spring combination. 
Therefore, a new resonant frequency, and consequently a new model 
oscillation frequency, was created for each inertia disk that was added 
to the model shaft. 
Analog Computer Mechanization 
A schematic of the forces acting on the model and drive system 
during forced elastic oscillations is shown in Figure 4-5. From this 
schematic, equations of motion can be written for both the airfoil 
model and the drive arm. The equation for the airfoil model is given 
below. 
i e = M - K(AG - eJ (4-5) 
m d 
Elas t ic Linkage 
Figure 4-5. Schematic of Forces and Moments Acting on Model and 




For t h i s equation, I is the mass moment of i ne r t i a of t h e . a i r f o i l , ' m ' 
adjustment disks , e l a s t i c linkage, and i ne r t i a d isks . S imi la r i ty , 
the equation for the drive arm i s : 
I '9' = M, - K(9 - AG) 
d d d d (W) 
where I_ is again the mass moment of inertia for the drive arm. Both 
d 
of these equations assume that there is no frictional damping and that 
the inertia of the elastic linkage is equally divided between I and 
I . The values of K for each linkage are listed in Table 3-1. 
m 
Equation (1+-5) can be arranged and solved for the applied 
moment. 
M = I 6 + K(A9 - GJ 
m d (U-7) 
The second term on the right side of the equation is replaced using 
Equation (U-5)• 
M = i e + i,e, - M^ 
m d d d 
(U-8) 
The mechanization for Equation (k~8) is given in Figure 1+-6. 
The signals required as inputs for the mechanization are the model 
acceleration, the drive arm acceleration, and the total applied moment. 
The functions of the bias potentiometer, P01, and the three scaling 
potentiometers, P02, P03, and POU are the same as described for the 
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The airfoil angle-of-attack, G , was determined from 
= 6 + AG 
o (h-9) 
where AG was obtained by rearranging Equation (̂--6) as 
AG = e + - (i G - M ) 
d K \ d d V (k-10) 
The drive arm angle, 6 , was obtained by performing two 
integrat ions of the drive arm accelerat ion, 6 . As in the case of 
r i g id o sc i l l a t i ons , the integrat ions were performed using two integrat ing 
amplifiers (see Figure ^--6), The i n i t i a l conditions tha t were used with 
these amplifiers were the same as given in Equations (^--3) and (k-h). 
The DES-30 was again used to s t a r t the main integrator and, as in the 
previous analog mechanization, a feedback c i rcu i t was connected to each 
integrat ing amplifier to prevent dr i f t ing of the output s igna l . 
The change in a i r f o i l angle-of-attack, AG , was obtained by 
multiplying the s ignal Î G - M , which was needed in the determina-
t ion of the aerodynamic moment, by the reciprocal of the e l a s t i c linkage 
spring constant, K. This s ignal was then combined with the drive arm 
angle, G , by using a summing amplifier. The model angle-of-attack 
was f ina l ly obtained by applying the AG signal , together with a bias 
s ignal representing the mean angle-of-attack, G , to another summing 
amplifier (see Figure ^+-6). 
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Elastic Free Pitching Moment 
A third type of experimental test was conducted with the model 
in an effort to obtain information concerning the aerodynamic damping 
generated during free oscillations of the airfoil. With these experi-
ments, the elastic linkages and the inertia disks were installed in the 
drive system in varying combinations. Each of these combinations pro-
vided the system with a different natural frequency during torsional 
oscillations. 
For each test, the drive arm was clamped in position, while 
the airfoil was secured in an initially deflected position. Then the 
model was released and permitted to oscillate freely in the airstream. 
The analog computer was again used to determine the aerodynamic moment 
and the airfoil angle-of-attack during each test. 
Analog Computer Mechanization 
A schematic of the force system acting on the model and linkage 
is shown in Figure h-T, Using this force diagram, the equation of 
motion for the airfoil can be written as: 
I 9 = M - KA9 (h-H) 
m 
Solving for the aerodynamic moment gives: 
M = I 6 + KA6 (k-12) 
m v ' 
where I is the mass moment of inertia for the model, adjustment 
disks, and the inertia disks described previously. As before, the spring 
stiffness for the elastic linkages are in Table 3-l« 
Elastic Linkage 
Figure k-7. Schematic of Forces and Moments Acting on Model and 
Drive System During Free Elastic Airfoil Oscillations 
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The equation of the spring moment reaction can also be written 
using the force schematic. 
M = KA9 
d (4-13) 
The aerodynamic moment is then written in terms of the spring moment 
reaction using Equations (4-12) and (4-13). 
M = I 9 - M, 
m d 
(4-14) 
The airfoil angle-of-attack was obtained from the following 
equation. 
6 = 6 + A6 
o (4-15) 
where A6 is the change in angle-of-attack from the undeflected mean 
angle-of-attack, 6 . The use of Equation (4-13) to replace the second 
term on the right side of Equation (4-15) gives the airfoil angle in 
terms of the spring moment reactions. 
) - - M 
o K d 
(4-l£) 
The mechanization used for these equations is shown in 
Figure 4-8. The only input signals required for the analog computer 
were the model acceleration and the spring moment reaction. 
During free, elastic oscillations of the model, only the drive 
arm load cell was used to produce a voltage signal corresponding to 
the moment reaction on the elastic linkage. This load cell signal was 
Applied Moment 
<g^-T>-^ 




- T e 
Angle of Attack 
Aerodynamic Moment 
M 
Figure H-8. Mechanization for Free Elastic Airfoil Oscillations 
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multiplied by the load cell calibration constant using a grounded 
potentiometer, P01 (see Figure 3-9)• The model angle-of-attack was 
determined by multiplying the spring moment by the reciprocal of the 
spring constant, and then using a summing amplifier to combine this 
signal with a voltage corresponding to the airfoil mean angle-of-attack. 
As in the previous mechanization, the model accelerometer signal 
was applied to a potentiometer, P02, which was set to the calibration 
constant obtained from Figure 3-9* The inertial moment on the airfoil 
was obtained by including the value of I for the given test in the 
potentiometer setting. The aerodynamic moment was then obtained by 
using a summing amplifier to combine the negative of the inertial 
moment, -I © , with the spring reaction moment, - KA6. 
Aerodynamic Work 
The work on the airfoil during forced pitching oscillations was 
determined using the analog computer. Following the equation, 
Work = J Md6 = J M(||) dt = J M§ dt , (U-17) 
cycle cycle cycle 
the aerodynamic work was obtained by multiplying together signals 
generated on the analog computer. These signals represented the aero-
dynamic moment and the airfoil angular rate, '[hen, this product was 
integrated over a time interval which covered a complete cycle of 
airfoil oscillation. 
Figure k-9 shows the analog and DES-30 mechanizations which 
Aerodynamic Moment 
A i r f o i l Angular 
Veloc i ty 
A i r f o i l 
Angular Veloc i ty 
X' 
Quart e r -S quare 
M u l t i p l i e r 
M9 J: M§dt 
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Figure 4-9 • Mechanization Used t o Determine A i r f o i l Work per . Cycle 
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were used to generate the aerodynamic work per cycle. The moment and 
angular rate signals were multiplied using a quarter-square multiplier. 
This signal was then applied to an integrating amplifier, 110, whose 
output represented the work done on the airfoil during each cycle. 
Logic signals generated by the DES-30 were used to switch the 
work integrator momentarily from the operate mode into the initial 
condition mode each time the airfoil passed through its maximum angle 
of attack. To accomplish this, a differentiator unit, D06, in the 
DES-30 was used to create a pair of blip trains which provided the 
proper switching logic to the integrator OP and IC bus lines. 
Figure 4-10 illustrates the timing relationships between the differen-
tiator input signals and the airfoil accelerometer signal. 
At the end of each cycle of oscillation, the output of integrator 
110 was stored in an accumulator circuit. This circuit consists of two 
track and store units connected in series, together with a feedback 
connection from the output of the second, to the input of the first 
track and store unit (see Reference 21). Since all of the track and 
store units available on the TR-48 were used for other circuits, two 
integrating amplifiers had to be patched as track and store units for 
the accumulator unit (see Figure 4-11). 
The accumulator circuit was mechanized as shown in Figure 4-12. 
The same logic signals which controlled the work integrator were used 
to control the accumulator unit. The feedback input to track and store 
unit 109 was obtained by patching the IC resistor network of an unused 
integrator into the IC network of 109* 
C35 +1 -f 
0 
D/A 10 +1 
IL To IC Bus 
Line of 110 
D/A 11 +1 
0 If 
To OP Bus 
Line of 110 
Figure 4-10. Timing Sequences Used t o Control Work 
I n t e g r a t o r and Accumulator Unit 
s 
Signal Input 
Control Logic for 
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H) Switch Cont ro l led 
'-O hy FS-1 
Figure k-12.. Mechanization for Accumulator Circuit Used to 
Determine Average Airfoil Work per Cycle 
s 
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During operation of the accumulator, the output of 111 was 
incremented by a voltage of equal to the work done on the airfoil dur-
ing each cycle of oscillation. The output of 111 was then monitored 
on a digital voltmeter. However, since this voltage reading changed 
at the same rate as the airfoil oscillation frequency (5 to 20 Hz), the 
individual values of the work per cycle could not be recorded. There-
fore, it became necessary to control the operation of the accumulator 
unit by starting the accumulator at the beginning of a cycle, and then 
stopping it after a specified number of completed cycles. The final 
voltage displayed on the digital voltmeter then represented the sum of 
the work done per cycle, over a given number of airfoil cycles of 
oscillation. 
The electronic switches in integrators 130 and 131 were used 
to start the accumulator at a specific instant of time. These switches 
were activated by logic signals from the main integrator mode control 
circuit (see Figure h-k). On activation, one switch applied the signal 
representing incremental work, M0 , to the integrator 110, while the 
other switch completed the circuit path for the accumulator unit 
(see Figures k-9 and ^-12). 
The DES-30 was used to stop the accumulator after a given 
number of cycles. This was accomplished by using a second pair of 
electronic switches, 102 and 103? to control the mode logic for the 
work integrator and the accumulator unit. When deactivated, these 
switches admitted the control logic from the differentiator D06 
(see Figure ^—9) directly to the OP and IC bus lines of the work 
integrator and the accumulator, thus allowing; these units to cycle 
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periodically. However, when 102 and 103 were activated, both the OP and 
IC logic signals dropped to zero, placing integrating amplifiers, 109, 
110, and 111 in the hold mode. While in this hold mode, the final out-
put of the accumulator could be read directly off the digital voltmeter. 
A down counter and a pair of flip-flop units were used to 
activate switches 102 and 103 after a specified number of cycles. The 
patching for these units is shown in Figure U-13. The down counter 
was first set to a specific number of cycles, N. A blip train was 
then applied to the down counter through an electronic switch, 132. 
After N'+ 1 input blips, a carryout blip from, the down counter caused 
the pair of flip-flops to set. The output signals from the second 
flip-flop unit then activated the electronic switches in 102 and 103, 
placing the accumulator and work integrator in the hold mode. 
Airfoil Lift Force 
The lift acting on the airfoil model was obtained using both 
the lift load cells and the two lift strain gage bridges. The analog 
mechanization which was used with the load cells is shown in Figure ̂ --lU. 
The calibration constants for potentiometers P01 and P02 were obtained 
from Figures 3-H and 3-12. Potentiometer P03 "was used to eliminate the 
inertial lift contribution by zeroing the lift signal during wind off 
airfoil oscillations. 
The mechanization which was used with the strain gage bridges 
is shown in Figure U-15. Potentiometer P01 was used to eliminate the 
D.C. signal corresponding to the model weight. The calibration constant 




Figure 1+-13. Mechanization for Down Counter and Switching Control for 
Work I n t e g r a t o r and Accumulator U n i t . 
I d l e Side Load 
Cel l S i g n a l 
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Figure k-lk, Mechanization Used wi th L i f t Load Cel ls 
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Figure U--15• Mechanization Used with Lift S t ra in Gage Bridges 
£ 
P03 was used to cancel out the inertial contributions to the lift 
signal. 
Determination of Mean Freest ream. Velocity 
During the experimental work performed in the gust generator 
facility, the wind tunnel velocity was determined using a hot wire 
located upstream of the tunnel test section (see Figure 2-1). Figure 
k-16 shows the calibration data obtained for this hot wire, together 
with the second order least squares fit for the data. 
In order to prevent damage to the gust generator mechanism 
from steady aerodynamic loading, the vanes were set in motion prior 
to turning on the wind tunnel. Using this starting procedure, the hot 
wire output continuously fluctuated with the velocity. This made it 
impossible to set the wind tunnel to a predetermined mean speed using 
only the instantaneous hot wire output. 
Therefore, it became necessary to use the analog computer to 
determine the wind tunnel mean speed. The mechanization that was used 
(see Reference 22) is shown in Figure k-17» With the instantaneous hot 
wire signal applied to potentiometer P01 , the output of integrator 
101 increased with time until it reached the value of the mean hot wire 
voltage. The potentiometer settings for P01 and P02 were set to 
equal values. These settings determined how fast the output of 101 
reached the mean value of the input signal. 
i.50 r 
Equation of Curve: 
Voltage = (.1+8635926 + .23873395 x ( V e l o c i t y ) 2 + .OOM+6679 x V e l o c i t y ) 2 
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Figure U-l6. C a l i b r a t i o n Curve for Tunnel Speed Hot Wire 
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Figure k-YJ. Mechanization Used to Determine Mean Wind 





The purpose of the experimental work performed for these studies 
was to investigate the effects of an unsteady freestream on the aero-
dynamic characteristics of an oscillating airfoil. The lift force 
and aerodynamic moment acting on the oscillating airfoil were determined, 
both for the case of a steady freestream, and for the case of a harmon-
ically varying freestream. In addition, the average work per cycle 
acting on the airfoil during pitching oscillations was determined for 
each cycle of airfoil oscillation. 
Experimental Procedures 
Prior to taking data in the gust generator facility, the airfoil 
oscillating mechanism was tested using both the rigid and elastic link-
ages. During these tests, the signals from the load cells and the strain 
gage bridges were monitored on an oscilloscope. The waveforms obtained 
from these two types of transducers were then compared at various 
frequencies of airfoil oscillation. 
The results of the forced-rigid oscillation tests indicated 
that both the load cell and strain gage output signals were distorted 
by high frequency noise. The waveforms from the moment strain gage 
bridge were less erratic than those produced by the corresponding moment 
load cell and both lift signals. Results of tests conducted with the 
elastic linkage installed in the mechanism showed a large improvement 
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in "both the moment load c e l l and moment "bridge s ignals , without however, 
a corresponding improvement in the signals from the l i f t t ransducers. 
These preliminary t e s t s indicated that the e l a s t i c linkage 
isolated the drive arm transducers from the high frequency vibrat ions 
which affected the l i f t t ransducers. Because of t h i s i so la t ion effect , 
i t was concluded that the most l ike ly sources of the s ignal d is tor t ions 
in the system were the main hearings used to support the model shaft . 
An amplitude modulation of the applied moment s ignal was noticed 
during forced-elas t ic osc i l la t ions of the a i r f o i l . This effect occurred 
even with the gust generator vanes held motionless and in a horizontal 
pos i t ion . The modulation was quite apparent in the load c e l l and s t r a i n 
gage bridge outputs, and appeared during both wind off and wind on 
tunnel operation. From a search of experimental l i t e r a t u r e , i t was 
concluded tha t t h i s phenomena might possibly be caused by e i ther viscous 
damping or spring i ne r t i a effects [23-2^] . 
From the resu l t s of the preliminary t es t ing conducted with the 
a i r f o i l o sc i l l a t ing mechanism, i t was decided to use only the r ig id 
linkage during forced a i r f o i l osc i l l a t ions to obtain the data for t h i s 
invest igat ion. A flow chart of the electronic equipment used in the 
experiment is shown in Figure 5-l« 
The applied moment signal was obtained from the s t r a i n gage 
bridge and then f i l t e r e d through a Krohn-Hite low-pass f i l t e r to 
eliminate the high frequency noise present . The model accelerat ion 
s ignal was also f i l t e r ed through a Knohn-Hite low-pass f i l t e r and a 
Special Dynamics narrow (10 Hertz) bandpass f i l t e r , Model SD 101B. 
The accelerat ion s ignal from the Krohn-Hite unit was used to continuously 
Hot Wire Anemometer 
Ixjwpass 
F i l t e r 
L i f t or Moment 








F i l t e r 
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Figure 5 - 1 . E l e c t r o n i c Equipment Used for Rig id - fo rced 
A i r f o i l O s c i l l a t i o n Tests B 
o 
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in both the moment load c e l l and moment bridge s ignals , without however, 
a corresponding improvement in the signals from the l i f t t ransducers . 
These preliminary t e s t s indicated tha t the e l a s t i c linkage 
isola ted the drive arm transducers from the high frequency vibrat ions 
which affected the l i f t t ransducers. Because of t h i s i so la t ion ef fec t , 
i t was concluded tha t the most l ike ly sources of the s ignal d i s tor t ions 
in the system where the main bearings used to support the model shaft . 
An amplitude modulation of the applied s ignal was noticed during 
forced-elas t ic osc i l l a t ions of the a i r f o i l . This effect occurred even 
with the gust generator vanes held motionless and in a horizontal 
pos i t ion . The modulation was quite apparent in the load c e l l and s t r a i n 
gage bridge outputs, and appeared during both wind off and wind on 
tunnel operation. From a search of experimental l i t e r a t u r e , i t was 
concluded tha t t h i s phenomena might possibly be caused by e i ther viscous 
damping or spring i n e r t i a effects [23-2U]. 
From the resu l t s of the preliminary t e s t ing conducted with the 
a i r f o i l o sc i l l a t ing mechanism, i t was decided to use only the r i g id 
linkage during forced a i r f o i l osc i l l a t ions to obtain the data for t h i s 
invest igat ion. A flow chart of the e lect ronic equipment used in the 
experiment i s shown in Figure 5-1 . 
The applied moment s ignal was obtained from the s t r a i n gage 
bridge and then f i l t e r e d through a Krohn-Hite low-pass f i l t e r to 
eliminate the high frequency noise present . The model accelerat ion 
s ignal was also f i l t e r e d through a Krohn-Hite low-pass f i l t e r and a 
Spectral Dynamic narrow (10 Hertz) bandpass f i l t e r , Model SD 101B. 
The accelerat ion s ignal from the Krohn-Hite unit was used to continuously 
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center the narrow bandpass filter at the airfoil oscillation frequency. 
The output signal from this filter could also be phase shifted up to 
180 degrees with respect to the input signal. 
To subtract the inertial contribution from the signal represent-
ing the total applied moment, it was necessary to first match the phase 
of the strain gage bridge signal and the accelerometer signal. The 
phase difference between these two signals was the result of two factors: 
the Kistler amplifier used with the accelerometer produced a phase shift 
at frequencies below twenty Hertz; and, the output of the strain gage 
bridge was proportional to the drive arm bending stresses, whereas the 
accelerometer output was proportional to the model acceleration. 
The phase difference between the acceleration and applied moment 
was minimized by applying the two signals to "he horizontal and vertical 
inputs of an oscilloscope. Thus, a Lissajous diagram obtained which 
could be used in aligning the signals. The phase of the output signal 
from the narrow bandpass filter was then adjusted until the Lissajous 
diagram formed a straight line, indicating that the strain gage output 
was in phase with the accelerometer output. This same procedure was used 
to match the phase of the lift strain gage outputs and the model 
accelerometer signal. 
The analog computer was used as described in Chapter IV to 
obtain the airfoil aerodynamic moment and work per cycle of oscillation. 
The signals representing these quantities were recorded on a Honeywell, 
fourteen track oscillograph. In addition, the output signal from the 
hot wire anemometer was recorded so that the phase between the free-
stream velocity and the aerodynamic forces could be determined. 
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The airfoil model and the gust generator vanes were operated 
using separate motors and drive mechanisms. Because of this, the phase 
relationship between the airfoil displacement and the tunnel velocity 
could not be directly controlled at any time during the experiments. 
In addition, the operation of the analog computer was coordinated with 
airfoil displacement, and not with the tunnel velocity. Since the work 
integrator, 110, was operated with a manual switch, the value of the 
tunnel velocity at the instant the integrator was started, could only 
be determined after the test run. 
To minimize the effects that this velocity-displacement phase 
angle might have on the aerodynamic work, average values of work per 
cycle of airfoil oscillation were determined over several cycles of 
freestream fluctuation. The analog computer accumulator circuit was 
used to sum the individual values of work per cycle. Then, the final 
accumulator output was divided by the total number of cycles of airfoil 
oscillation to obtain a voltage which represented the average value of 
work per cycle. 
During operation of the analog computer, the machine voltages 
were kept within the required levels by the use of scaling factors. The 
actual values of lift, moment, and work could then be obtained by multi-
plying the analog output voltages times the appropriate scaling factors. 
The aerodynamic work data were non-dimensionalized in the usual 
manner using the airfoil model dimensions. The reference dynamic 
pressure used for these tests was based on the mean tunnel airspeed, 
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Typical Results 
Figures 5-2 through 5-6 i l l u s t r a t e the effects of frequency 
r a t i o , F_,, and mean angle of attack on the shape of the charac te r i s t i c 
R 
aerodynamic moment versus angle~of-attack curve for the a i r f o i l . For 
t h i s invest igat ion, the frequency r a t i o i s defined as 
frequency of a i r f o i l oscil la. t ion 
R frequency of freestream osc i l l a t i on (5-2) 
The area enclosed hy the curve in each plot represents the work 
done on the airfoil. A counter-clockwise rotation as the curve is 
traversed denotes negative work, while a clockwise rotation represents 
positive work. When the aerodynamic moment does positive work on the 
airfoil, an unstable condition exists since energy can be absorbed from 
the freestream by the structure. Thus, it is important to determine 
the conditions which produce a positive value of work coefficient for 
the airfoil. 
During the experimental tests, it was not always possible to 
completely cancel out in the analog computer the inertial moment contri-
bution to the total applied moment signal. This was due to the signal 
distortions caused by bearing friction and low frequency noise (i.e., 
noise frequencies less than the airfoil oscillation frequency). Thus, in 
the wind off condition, a small value of work was at times recorded on 
the analog computer. To account for this condition, the actual, or net, 
3̂ 5 
a) F = 0°: 
R ' 
- 0 
1̂) F =10: 9 = kc 
R 
Figure 5-2. Aerodynamic Moment versus Angle of 
Attack for A9 = ± 2° 
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Figure 5-3• Aerodynamic Moment versus Angle of Attack 
for A6 = ± k° 
a) F = » ; 9 = 12° 
c) F E = 1 5 ; e o = i2° 
Figure 5-h. Aerodynamic Moment versus Angle 
b) F R = 15 ; eQ = 12° 
d) FR = 15 J 9Q = 12° 
\z 
of Attack for AG = ± ̂ ° 
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a) VELOCITY = 1 9 . 1 f t / s e c 
b) VELOCITY = 32.4 f t / s e c 
c) VELOCITY = 4 5 . 3 f t / s e c 
Figure 5-5• Moment ve rsus Angle of At tack Loops for Constant Frees t ream 
V e l o c i t i e s . (6 = 16°, A8 = ± k°, A i r f o i l Frequency = 600 RPM) 
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a) VELOCITY = 19 .1 f t / s e c 
b) VELOCITY = 32.il- f t / s e c 
c) VELOCITY = U5.3 f t / s e c 
Figure 5-6 . Moment versus Angle of At tack Loops for Ax ia l Gust 
Frequency of kO RPM, (9 = 16° , A6 = ± 1+° , A i r f o i l 
Frequency = 600 RPM) ° 
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value of aerodynamic work was obtained "by subtracting the wind off work 
from the wind on value. 
For a constant freestream velocity, Figure 5-2a illustrates the 
elliptical shape of the moment versus angle loop which occurs at low 
mean angles of attack. Figure 5-2b is a composite photograph of the 
changes in this moment loop caused "by a harmonic variation in the free-
stream velocity. These changes in the moment loop can "be quite large, 
and can in turn, greatly alter the aerodynamic work done on the 
airfoil. 
Figure 5-3 shows the effect of frequency ratio on the moment 
loop for a larger amplitude of airfoil oscillEition. The loop correspond-
ing to an infinite frequency ratio (i.e., constant velocity) is no 
longer elliptical in shape. The loops for finite values of F 
illustrate the two ways in which the work per cycle can "be altered. In 
Figure 5-3b, the work has changed due to the expansion of the loop. 
In Fig-ure 5-3c the loop has crossed over itself, thereby causing one 
half of the loop to be traversed in a clockwise direction, and the other 
half in a counter-clockwise direction. The total work for this cross-
over loop is then found by algebraically adding the amounts of positive 
and negative work. 
Figure ^-h illustrates how a moment loop, which normally crosses 
over itself in a constant freestream velocity, can become a simple loop 
when the freestream is unsteady. After taking into account the wind off 
value of aerodynamic work, the loop in Figure ^-ho. represents a net 
positive amount of work being done on the airfoil as it oscillates into 
and out of the stall region. At a finite value of frequency ratio, the 
moment loop "begins to uncross in Figure 5-4h. Figure 5-4c and 5-4-d 
show the loop shape changing progressively until, as shown in Figure 
5-4d, the loop is traversed totally in a counter-clockwise direction. 
The stabilizing effect of the freestream gust illustrated "by these 
photographs is reflected in the average work per cycle obtained from 
the analog computer, as shown below. 
For 9 = 12°, AG = ± k° , V = 30 ft/sec 
o ' ' o ' 
Cy average work/cycle 
+ .00773 
- .00303 
Figures 5-5 and 5-6 illustrate a test condition for which the 
effects of an axial gust are destabilizing. In Figure 5-5 the moment 
versus angle-of-attack loops are shown for three different constant 
freestream velocities. In Figure 5-5c the moment loop is traversed in 
a counter-clockwise direction, while in Figures 5-5a and 5-5"b the loops 
are in the clockwise direction. 
The photographs in Figure 5-6 were taken as the speed of the 
velocity gust passed through values corresponding to the three constant 
velocities of Figure 5-5• I*1 the presence of an axial gust, however, 
all three loops are traversed in a clockwise direction, denoting 
positive work done during airfoil motion throughout the gust cycle. 
For this test condition, the use of constant freestream data to predict 







During this experimental investigation, the average work coef-
ficient per cycle of oscillation was obtained for mean angles from zero 
to twenty degrees, and for several values of frequency ratio. The 
frequency ratio was varied by keeping the model oscillation frequency 
constant and changing the gust frequency. This method was picked 
because of the lengthly set up time required when using the tracking 
filters to cancel out the inertial moment signal. 
The experimentally determined work coefficient is plotted in 
Figures 5-7 through 5-10 for constant values of frequency ratio. For 
small amplitudes of airfoil oscillation the maximum positive work 
coefficient increases inversely with frequency ratio, the maximum for 
these tests, thus occurring at F^ = 5 (see Figures 5-7 and 5-8). For 
x\ 
a larger oscillation amplitude, A6 = ± 6 , this trend is repeated, 
with a positive work coefficient occurring only for the smaller values 
of frequency ratio (see Figure 5-9)• During the largest oscillating 
amplitude tests, the work coefficient remains predominately negative 
throughout the range of mean angles tested (see Figure 5-10). 
In Figures 5-H "to 5-12 the work coefficient is replotted 
versus frequency ratio for constant values of mean angle. For oscilla-
tion amplitudes of four degrees (see Figure 5-12) the maximum negative 
work coefficients occur at frequency ratios of between five and six. 
The work coefficient data plotted in Figures 5-7 to 5-12 was 
subject to a certain amount of fluctuation during the experimental tests. 
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Figure 5-8 . Work Coeff ic ient Versus Mean Angle for AG = ± 4 
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Figure 5-11 . Work Coeff ic ient versus Frequency Rat io for 
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Figure 5-12• Work Coefficient versus Frequency Ration for A9 = ± k 
Table 5-1. Experimental Variation in Work Coefficient 
Mean Angle Frequency Ratio Average CL for Groups of 100 Cycles 
(Percent Deviation from Overall Average) 
k° 00 - ,0036k - .00379 - .00*0.8 - .OO563 - .00370 
(13.1) (9.5) (0.2) ( 3 ^ ) (H.6) 
8° 15 - .00^32 - .OOI+67 - .00390 - .00^82 - .00508 
(5 .2) (2 .5 ) ( 1 1 ^ ) (5 .7) (11.10 
iMo 
particular test conditions. Each value of work coefficient represents 
the average CL over 100 cycles of airfoil oscillation. The data 
point which was plotted for each test condition was then taken as the 
average of the five groups. 
The aerodynamic work done on the airfoil was found to be sensitive 
to drift of the model oscillation frequency. Variations in frequency 
of only l/3 Hertz produced noticable changes in the average work 
coefficient. This effect was caused by the use of the narrow bandpass 
filter to match the accelerometer and strain gage signals (see Figure 
5-1). As the airfoil frequency changed, the amount of phase shift 
required to match the signals also varied. This phase shift altered the 




PITCHING OSCILLATION AT LOW MEAN ANGLES 
An extensive literature survey has revealed that several authors 
have developed analytical techniques to predict the forces and moments 
acting on an airfoil executing pitching oscilleitions in an unsteady free-
stream [25-28]. For this investigation, the lift and moment data for 
low mean angles of attack were compared with the analytical results 
obtained using the method given in Reference 28. In addition, this 
technique was used in the development of analytical expressions for the 
aerodynamic work done on a pitching airfoil. 
Lift and Moment Equations 
J. Mayo Greehberg [28] developed expressions for the total force 
and moment acting on a two dimensional airfoil executing pitching and 
translational oscillations in an incompressible, pulsating freestream. 
This theoretical development uses unsteady, potential flow theory, with 
the effects of a continuous sheet of vorticity in the airfoil wake. The 
theory allows for different frequencies of freestream velocity and air-
foil motion, and also takes into account the different initial amplitudes 
of each parameter as a phase angle with respect to the associated 
frequency. 
The theory assumes the phase difference occurs in the expressions 
for airfoil displacement, as shown below. 
lte 
v - vo(i + V - ^ V ) (6-1) 
A6 = B e l ( V + V (6-2) 
o 
h = h e l ( V + V ( 6'3) 
o 
For the experiments discussed in this thesis, the phase difference 
between velocity and displacement -was applied to the velocity term, 
since only the airfoil displacement at t = 0 "was known. Therefore, 
for the present investigation with h = 0 
V = Vo ( l + V e
1 ( V + C p ) ) (6-k) 
A9 = B ^ V (6-5) 
Equations (6-4) and (6-5) were used to modify Greeribeig's 
original equations. The resulting equations are given, using, where 
required, the notation of this paper. 
The total lift force acting on a two dimensional airfoil 
(positive up) is given below (see Equation(12a) of Reference 28). 
±k3 
L = n p b 2 | VAG + v (6 + AG) - b a A e l (6-6) 
(^ 
+ 2npbV \V 6 + V 6 V C(k ) e 1 ^ * 4 ^ ) 
L o o o o l v 
+ [ b ( i - a) AG + VQAe] C(k^) + V V ^ e c f r ^ ) e ^ V * ^ } 
where 
k = a) b / v 
V V ' O 
k = a) b / v 
D b e 
k ^ = (u) + u), ) b / 7 vb v b ' o 
and •C(k) i s Theodorsen's func t ion [ 2 9 ] . 





The t o t a l moment ( p o s i t i v e nose up) a c t i n g on t h e a i r f o i l i s 
g iven below (see Equation (12b) of Reference 2 8 ) . 
M = - npb 2 | b ( i - a)VAG - ba V"(GQ + AG) + b
2 ( i + a2)AG \ (6-11) 
+ 2TTPb
2 (a + i) V {v G + v G VnC(k ) e ^ V " * ^ v ^ L o o o o l v 
+ [ b ( | - a)A6 + VoAe] 0(1^) + V0V1A6c(kvb) e ^ V ^ } 
11* 
Equations {6-6) and (6-11) reduce to the original Theodorsen 
equations [29] when the freestream velocity is constant. 
v i = ° 




9 = 0 (6-14) 
L| = TTP^2 {vA9 - baAOJ- (6-15) 
+ 2-irpbV {v 9 + b ( i - a) A9 + v ABJ CQL ) } 
M I = = - rrpb
2 { b ( i - a) VA9 + b 2 ( | + a2)A6J (6-16) 
+ 2npb2 (a + i ) v { v QQ + [ b ( ^ - a)AG + VQA9j C(k- ) } 
During the exper imenta l s t u d i e s desc r ibed h e r e , the analog 
computer was s t a r t e d when the a i r f o i l angle-o.?-at t ack reached a maximum. 
Thus, a t t = 0 
= 9 + A9 
o max (6-17) 
V = V ( l + V1 s i n cp) (6-18) 
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The v a r i a b l e s i n Equations {6-6) and (6-11) can be re 'wr i t t en 
i n complex n o t a t i o n a s : 
V = Vo { l + Vx s i n (» t + <p)} = E {v o ( l - i V i
l ( V 4 , p ) ) } ( 6 " 1 9 ) 
V = V Vnu) cos(u) t + cp) = R iV V„u; e ^ v * " * ^ f o l v v ^ o 1 v -1 
(6-20) 
= 6 + AG = 8 + R { B e^b" 1} o o i» o J (6-21) 
AS = - ou s i n ou t = RTiouB e ^ b \ 
b b ^ b o J (6-22) 
AG = - ou_ cos cu, 
b b 
„ / 2 itf) t \ 
(6-23) 
Following the method of complex v a r i a b l e s u b s t i t u t i o n desc r ibed 
i n Reference 28 , Equat ions (6-6) and (6-11) a re r e w r i t t e n t o r e f l e c t t o 
p r e sen t exper imenta l work. 
The f i r s t b r acke t i n Equat ion (6-6) i s w r i t t e n as 
upb 2 \v ( 1 + V_ s i n (ou t + cp)) (-ouB s i n ou t ) (6-24) 
Wo 1 v b o b 
+ V V_ou cos (ou t + cp) (9 + B cos ou t ) 
o l v v o o b 
- a b ( - cuTB cos OUL t ) [ 
b o b J 
The second hracket in Equation (6-6) is written as 
Znp-b E [vo (l - i V ^ V * ^ ) ] { v ^ (6-25) 
+ E [- XV 6 v C(k ) ei(u,vtH<p)l L o o 1 v v J 
+ E [b(i - a)0(1̂ ) icu^e^b*] 
+ H [v0C(kb) B ^ ] 
+ H h ^ B ^ ^'^J ) 
After performing the i n d i c a t e d m u l t i p l i c a t i o n s of t h e complex 
v a r i a h l e s and t a k i n g the app rop r i a t e r e a l p o r t i o n s of t he r e s u l t i n g 
complex fo rms } express ion (6-25) reduces t o 
2nph V [ l + V., s i n (u) t + cp)J | v 9 [ l + v.,F(k ) s i n (u> t+cp) (6-26) 
+ V ^ C ^ ) cos (ii)vt + cp ] + h ( a - | ) ^ B Q \j(\) s i n u^ t 
+ G ^ ) cos u^ t ] + VoBQ \j(\) cos u)bt - G ( ^ ) s i n i ^ t ] 
+ V V.B |G(k , ) cos ((d) + a) ) t + cp) 
o 1 o L vb v v h 
+ F(k ) sia((<i> + o^) t + cp)] } 
Ik7 
The expression for the lift on the airfoil is then obtained by 
adding expressions (6-2U) and (6-26). The lift coefficient for the 
airfoil, normalized with respect to the mean freesreeam velocity, is 
then obtained and it is given as 
CL = -L./i pV^(2b) (6-27) 
and 
CL = TTTD { i ( l + V1 s i n (uM; + q>))(- \ \ s i n oo^t) (6-28) 
+ — oo cos (oo t + cp)(6 + B cos oo, t ) 
V v v o o b 
o 
,00 v x 
+ ab (72) B o c o s v; 
o 
+ 2 n [ 1 + v s i n (00 t + cp)J | e [ l + V_F(k. ) s i n (00 t + cp) 
+ V1 G(k ) cos (u) t + cp)]+ *b(a - i) oô  ^ \f(\) s i n fl^t 
o 
+ G(k.) cos 00 t j + B [ F O O cos co t - G ( 0 s i n co t j 
+ V o [G(kvb} COS ((\ + V * + *) + F (kvb ) S in ((\ + ^ 
t + 
A comparison of Equations (6-6) and (6-11) shows that the 
equation for the aerodynamic moment is of the same form as that of the 
ihQ 
a i r f o i l l i f t . Therefore, a f ter the subs t i tu t ion of various constant 
terms "within the bracketed expressions of Equation (6-6), the equation 
for the moment coefficient , normalized with respect to mean freestream 
veloci ty , can be wri t ten using Equation (6-28). 
(^ = M/i p / (2b); (6-29) 
and 
°M = - | {b(a - i) ( i ) ( l + V1 s in (oM; + V))(ZQ\ s in ffl^t) (6-30) 
- ab ( ~ ) «) cos (a) t + 9) (9 + B cos o>, t ) W / v v ' ^ o o b 
+ ( 5 + a 2 ) b 2 (• 72 ) B o c o s v) 
+ " ( a + J) [ l + V1 s in (u)vt + cp)] {
6
0 [
]- + v i
F ( k b ) s i n (V + 9 ) 
i B r 
+ V1G(ky) cos (o)vt + cp)J + b(a - i) ^ - ^ [ F Q ^ ) s in a^t 
(1^) cos cobt J + BQ [ F Q ^ ) COS cobt - G(kb) s in u ^ t ] 
+ VlBo [G(kvb) COS ((\ + V t + *) + F(kvb) Sin ((\ + V t^)]} 
Hot Wire 
Voltage -o Quarter-S quare Multiplier 
Q . 3 ^ 9 
(5.I+35E - 3.^9) 
: 10 
Note: Linear ca l ibra t ion equation for hot wire is given below 
V = (5.^35 E2 - 3 .^9)2 
Figure 6 -1 . Analog Mechanization Used to Convert 
Hot Wire Voltage Directly to Velocity 
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Constant Angle of Attack Data 
The unsteady lift and moment acting on the model was determined 
for constant angles-of-attack ranging from two to eight degrees. Experi-
mental data were obtained using the $0% and 75$ gust generator vanes, 
with freestream gust frequencies of "between kO EPM and 120 RPM. The 
gust amplitude ratio ranged from 
A^ = 0.10 to A^ = 0.66 
where A„ , defined in terms of V_ , is given below. 
D 2V V 
AR = f = ~f^ = 2V1 (6"31) 
o o 
The analog computer was used to convert the hot wire voltage 
signal directly into freestream speed with units of feet per second. 
The analog mechanization that was used is shown in Figure 6-1. The 
output of amplifier A65 was the freestream velocity (ft/sec/100). This 
signal was applied to an integrating circuit (see Figure lj—17) to 
determine the tunnel mean speed during gust generator operation. 
Equations (6-28) and (6-30) were used to determine theoretical 
values of the lift and moment coefficients corresponding to the 
experimental data. The value of V.. was determined using the equations 
listed in Tables 2-5 and 2-6. In addition, for constant angle-of-attack 
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B^ = 0 (6-32) 
o 
\ = 0 (6-33) 
9 = 0 (6-3*0 
Figure 6-2 shows a plot of the unsteady portion of the lift 
coefficient, RT , versus amplitude ratio. The coefficient RT , is 
L L 
related to the total lift as 
CL(t) = CL + R {EL e
1(V + Vj)} (6-35a) 
where 
cp = phase angle "between veloci ty and l i f t vector 
JL 
CT = steady portion of l i f t coefficient 
o 
Figure 6-3 i s a graph of the unsteady portion of the moment 
coefficient versus amplitude r a t i o , where 
yt) = ^ + R ̂  e ^ V
 + V} (6-35b) 
and where CL, , 9M, and R^ are defined in a manner similar to C , 9 , 
o o 
and RT. In Figures 6-2 and 6-3, the analytical results obtained from L 
Equations (2-28) and (6-30) are plotted with the experimental data. 
In Figure 6-2, the correlation "between theoretical and experi-
mental values of R is good only for a constant angle of attack of two 
Li 
degrees. Figure 6-3 i l l u s t r a t e s similar data correlat ions for R^ when 
the amplitude r a t i o is r e s t r i c t e d to values smaller than A^ = .15. 
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Figure 6 - 3 . Unsteady Moment Coeff ic ient 
versus Amplitude Rat io 
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Aerodynamic Work During Pitching Oscillations 
An analytical expression for the work done on an airfoil 
oscillating in pitch was obtained by substituting Equation (6-30) into 
Equation (k-17), and performing the indicated integration. The 
resulting work coefficient, defined in Reference 30 as 
= _ W o j * _ (g.36a) 
| PV^(2b): 




CM Gdt (6-36b) 
where 
= - cu s i n u^ t (6-37) 
and CM i s ob ta ined from Equat ion (6 -30 ) . 
The l i m i t s of i n t e g r a t i o n a re 
T2 = (2n + 2)n/uub (6-38) 
T± = 2n TT/O^ (6-39) 
where n represents each consecutive cycle of airfoil oscillation 
starting with n = 0 for the first cycle of oscillation. 
The expression for the work coefficient was obtained by splitting 
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Equation (6-36) into twenty-one separate in tegrals and evaluating each 
in tegra l at the l imits given in Equations (6-38) and (6-39)• The 
resul t ing equation for the work coefficient i s given "below. 
°M 
2 2 
" B o *b 
2 
TT 2 
+ r- k V-.B 
4 V 1 O 
r 0 / A / B \ i 
14 (1 + 77^)J 
(6-1*0) 
R' 




- B IT (a + J) ) I . 
i = l 
where 
V l G ( f c vb) ' 
h = 2 ^ [(a - *) ^ F(y - G (y -
 1 ^ * ] (6-41) 
= _ 1 _ S _ [ j L l v L - ° V t l{=°s r - ^ i ^ + 9 ] } (6-te) 
2 '-r-p- -ui uo + i r k L F_ JJ (F E ' -U) k(iE + 1) 
- =os [ij21 + cp 
R 
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VlTF2, r B G(k , ) A G(k ) -, ( r / , , , M n -] 
1 R f o vhy _ o vy J | s l n p(^n+4)TT + ĵ 




- s i n [^ + J} 
0 r B G(k , ) 2B F^ 
T = v F 2 r °
 v + ° R 
U I E L 
(a - i ) k G ( k ) + F(k ) 
(2FR + 1) (1-UF
2) L ^ ^ ^ ' 
(6-Ult) 
A o G ( V l ; T(2nj f )n ^ "I r2rnT , 11 
- - J (cos ^ <- + 9 j - cos [ — + cpj} 
( F R • 1 } FR R 
VVR.L 
rV ( 1 W , Bo [<"* V(kb) + G(V. 
(2FR+ 1) ( ^ - 1) 
(6-U5) 
A ( 1 + F (k ))• 
oj ' v 
( F / - 1) 






For a cons tant f rees t ream v e l o c i t y 5 t he work c o e f f i c i e n t i s 
ob ta ined from Equations (6-ko) and ( 6 - 4 l ) . 
°W - - - ^ - 2TT
2Bo
2(a + i) [(a - i ) ^ F ^ K ^ f (6-1*6) 
The first term on the right hand side of Equation (6-U6) is the 
same expression given for the work coefficient in Reference 30. 
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Equation (6-ko) was used to obtain theoretical estimates for 
CU corresponding to several test conditions. Table 6-1 shows the data 
correlation for three constant velocity test conditions. These values 
of C^ represent averages over 500 cycles of airfoil oscillation. 
The good correlation between experimental and theoretical values of 
work coefficient for a constant freestream velocity provides a check on 
the accuracy of the method described in this thesis for the determina-
tion of aerodynamic work. 
Table 6-2 compares the effects of frequency ratio on the value 
of C^ for a specific mean angle-of-attack. The work coefficient was 
again averaged over 500 cycles to eliminate phase effects. For the 
given test conditions, Table 6-2 indicates that the analytical 
expression derived for CL provides a reasonable estimate for an 
average work coefficient, when the average is taken over a large number 
of cycles. 
Ta"ble 6 - 1 . Average Work Coeff ic ien t for Constant Freest ream Veloc i ty 




O s c i l l a t i o n 
W 
Tunnel Ve loc i ty exper imenta l 
W 
t h e o r e t i c a l E r ro r 
1+1.1 ( f t / s e c ) - . 0 0 3 ^ 7 5 - .003^-5178 1.3 
32.8 ( f t / s e c ) .003997 .00U329
1+2 7.8 
32.1+ ( f t / s e c ) .00^-603 .00^38258 5.0 
Table 6 -2 . Ef fec ts of Frequency Rat io on Work Coeff ic ient for Q = h, A6 = ± 2 
( A i r f o i l O s c i l l a t i o n Frequency = 10.0 Hertz) 








.0039007 - .00^38257 10.9 
.00^5583 - .00^37836 k.l 
.00^1230 - .00^38087 5.9 
0 00^-1726 - .00^38259 k.Q 
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CHAPTER VII 
COW CLUB IONS AM) RE COMMENDATIONS 
A gust generator was designed and installed in the Georgia 
Tech Low-Turbulence Wind Tunnel. Experiments were conducted to 
determine the effects of an unsteady freestream on a two-dimensional 
airfoil. An operational analog computer was used to simultaneously 
determine the aerodynamic moment and the work done on the airfoil during 
pitching oscillations. The experimental data for each test condition 
were presented in the form of an average work coefficient obtained over 
a number of airfoil oscillation cycles. 
Conclusions 
1. The gust generator mechanism produces an axial variation in 
freestream velocity. The waveform of this velocity gust is relatively 
free of distortion throughout the operational range of the wind tunnel. 
The repeatability of the gust waveform is good. 
2. Use of the analog computer greatly simplifies the deter-
mination of work done on the oscillating airfoil. Previous methods 
required either graphical calculation of the area inside the moment 
loop or the use of a digital computer to numerically integrate transducer 
data. At low mean angles and for constant freestream velocities, there 
was good correlation between the experimentally determined work coeffi-
cient and that predicted by established theory. 
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3. The unsteady freestream is shown to have a definite effect 
on the airfoil work coefficient. At large mean angles, the unsteadi-
ness of the freestream can alter the sign, as well as the value of the 
work coefficient. 
Re commendat ions 
1. Additional experimental studies will be necessary to obtain 
a complete parametric study of the unsteady flow effects on an oscillat-
ing airfoil, due to the large number of variables involved in the 
problem. 
2. A higher dynamic pressure will be necessary to improve the 
signal to noise ratio of the transducer output signals. In addition, 
a higher Reynolds number will allow the facility to more closely 
simulate the flow experienced by an actual helicopter rotor blade. 
3. For the present facility, additional gust generator vanes 
which provide tunnel exit blockage of between 30 and 60 percent should 
be manufactured. This will increase the detectable aerodynamic 
fluctuations obtained with the smaller vanes,, while permitting higher 
tunnel speeds with the larger vanes installed in the facility. 
h. A more reliable motor control unit should be used with the 
model to obtain a constant oscillation frequency during tunnel opera-
tion. If possible, the vanes and airfoil should be geared together. 




CROSS-PLOTTING OF GUST GENERATOR CALIBRATION DATA 
The original calibration of the gust generator facility was 
conducted using only three vane frequencies. These frequencies 
corresponded to freestream gust frequencies of kO, 80, and 120 RPM. 
In order to obtain additional operational curves at intermediate gust 
frequencies, the calibration data was cross-plotted as described below. 
First, for each set of vanes, the three calibration equations 
were used to determine gust double amplitudes at each frequency corre-
sponding to a constant tunnel speed. The coefficients of a quadratic 
equation: 
D (f) = a f2 + b f + c (A-l) 
a 
which passed through the three data points were obtained by solving the 
resulting set of simultaneous equations. This procedure was then 
repeated for twenty different values of wind tunnel speed. Thus, a 
family of curves was generated which related gust amplitude to gust 
frequency. 
Next, intermediate values of gust frequency were substituted 
into each equation for gust double amplitude. This produced twenty 
data points of gust amplitude versus tunnel speed for each frequency. 
A least squares quadratic fit equation was obtained for the data at each 
intermediate gust frequency. These quadratic equations were then used 
as the operational calibration curves for the gust generator facility. 
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APPENDIX B 
ANALYTICAL PREDICTION OF ELASTIC MKAGE DIMENSIONS 
The t o r s i o n a l s t i f f n e s s of t he e l a s t i c l inkage was e s t ima ted 
us ing TimoshenkoTs membrane analogy [31] fo r r e c t a n g u l a r b a r s . This 
method r e s u l t s i n an express ion for the e f f e c t i v e sp r ing c o n s t a n t , 
K _p_p ? given below 
K 
k d c 3 G P 
e f f 
(B-l) 
where 
d = width of web 
c = t h i c k n e s s of web 
L = l eng th of web 
(see Figure 3-6) 
G = shear modulus of e l a s t i c i t y 
and 
-H 1 - 192 f_c_\ Y A. 5 \ W L n5 , , 2nrrd \ tanh r 
c J rr n = l , 3 , 5 j - - -
(B-2) 
For given va lues of web l eng th and wid th , an es t ima te of t he 
mass moment of i n e r t i a for t he a i r f o i l was used t o determine the 
t h i c k n e s s , c , of t h e sp r ing web, which would cause a s p e c i f i e d 
l£k 
t o r s i o n a l n a t u r a l frequency. 
u> = J K . . / I 
n V e f r m 
(B-3) 
From Equations (B-l) and (B-3) 
3 fZm ^n L \ 
(B-4) 






2 T I a) L m n 
ka. G P(c) 
(B-6) 
Success ive i t e r a t i o n s of Equat ion (B-5) were performed u n t i l 
t h e s o l u t i o n converged a t t h e r e q u i r e d va lue of t h i c k n e s s , c . 
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